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The Feds Pile Up Vaccine 'Adverse Event' Reports As
They Decry Scaremongering Elsewhere
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Since the Food and Drug Administration authorized the first vaccines for COVID-19 in
late 2020, the government and much of the media have insisted that the medicines
developed in record time are safe and effective. Those who raised questions about them
have been routinely dismissed as conspiracy theorists.

And yet an online database co-administered by the FDA and the Centers for Disease
Control has compiled more than 1.3 million reports of vaccine-implicated  “adverse
events” running the gamut from mild to severe, including 29,000 deaths.

Representative entries include:

A 44-year-old male from California with a blood clot in the brain (CVST) five days
after receiving Pfizer vaccine, dose unknown.

A 31-year-old female from Pennsylvania with heart inflammation (myocarditis) two
days after receiving Moderna’s booster.

A 58-year-old female from California with blood clots in legs (DVT) after receiving
Johnson & Johnson booster. She reported:

“Day after booster on 11/16/21 my right leg was aching. 7 days later on
11/23/21 my sole of my right foot was very painful upon walking. This
resolved 2 days later by 11/25/21. On day 11 (11/26/21) my ankle was
slightly swollen and painful to touch. These symptoms continued to migrate
up my leg to my inner thigh. On 12/13/21 I was seen by my primary care
Doctor and was sent for a d-dimer blood test which was 1.77. I was seen in
vascular dept and ultrasound indicated multiple DVT from my groin to my
ankle.”

These reports are not anecdotes from “anti-vaxxers” on the dark web. They come from
the federal government’s open-source log, the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting
System. It allows anyone to go online and report a bad reaction that could be linked to
any vaccine, including those for COVID-19.  (RealClearInvestigations has linked above
to VAERS reports posted at Openvaers.com, an independently run and easier to
navigate database that copies reports verbatim from the CDC’s less user-friendly
“WONDER” system.)

While the reports are unfiltered and unexamined, the idea is that such public input will
allow researchers to identify potential problems. But the sheer number of reports, and
their specificity, have the attention of concerned scientists and even some politicians
like Senator Ron Johnson of Wisconsin, who has invited people harmed by vaccines to
testify before Congress and advocates compensation for them.

Johnson's office said he has been admonishing the health authorities over the VAERS
reports for a year. "The senator believes the CDC and FDA need to take their own
adverse event early warning system seriously and be transparent with the American
people," it said in a statement. "To date, they have not been."

VAERS was created in the late 1980s as an outgrowth of a congressional mandate to
create a system for compensating vaccine victims and their families. In 2015, the CDC
said the average number of annual reports was roughly 30,000. In 2021, there were
nearly 1 million. Given the large increase during a politically charged pandemic, the
usefulness of VAERS is the subject of great debate even among scientists

Some health experts believe that the number of reports is primarily a function of
increased publicity around the COVID vaccines, a high number indicating only that
many more people are aware of the system and concerned about potential side effects
from the shots. Others say the number and strong indications in certain symptom
categories – such as the cardiovascular examples cited above – paint a bleaker picture
of the vaccines’ safety.

Dr. Peter McCullough, a renowned cardiologist and academic physician with over 600
papers published in medical literature, was one of the first professionals to publicly
question the safety of the COVID-19 injections. On April 21, 2021, on his podcast The
McCullough Report, he read out some of the early, alarming statistics from VAERS
including reports of 502 heart attacks, 84 miscarriages, 321 cases of low blood platelet
counts (thrombocytopenia) and 2,342 deaths. For Dr. McCullough, these numbers were
a huge red flag. For comparison, he cites the last “mass vaccination program”
undertaken in the United States, the 1976 swine flu vaccine. Dr. McCullough noted that
there were approximately 55 million people vaccinated, with an accompanying
500 cases of Guillain-Barré syndrome, and around 25 deaths. “And the government
officials at that time said, ‘we’re going to pull it.’”

Dr. McCullough said that by April 2021, VAERS reports were already so numerous  that
he felt the COVID vaccines should be pulled off the market. That same month, Fox
News host Tucker Carlson voiced doubts about the vaccines' effectiveness, and Dr.
Anthony Fauci, President Biden's top medical adviser, blasted him for pushing "a typical
crazy conspiracy theory."  

As of today, the system has more than 29,000 reports of deaths.

VAERS reports, however, are not hard evidence. Its website explains: “A report to
VAERS generally does not prove that the identified vaccine(s) caused the adverse event
described. It only confirms that the reported event occurred sometime after vaccine was
given. No proof that the event was caused by the vaccine is required in order for VAERS
to accept the report. VAERS accepts all reports without judging whether the event was
caused by the vaccine.” Some of the FDA and CDC’s most senior veterans advise
caution in interpreting the data.

Susan Ellenberg, PhD, the former Director of the Office of Biostatistics and
Epidemiology at the FDA’s Center for Biologics, told RCI that “anything that gets
reported goes directly into the [VAERS] system … so mostly what you get is noise.” She
said that it’s nearly impossible to prove causation with this dataset alone. Dr. Walter
Orenstein, formerly the CDC’s director of immunization, concurs. He said, “That’s why
it’s called adverse ‘events’ as opposed to reaction because reaction implies causation.
Event is basically something that follows.” Elderly people, for example, die regularly; if
they are dying days or weeks after being vaccinated, that does not necessarily mean the
vaccine is killing them.

There are many reasons why the VAERS data is usually insufficient to prove causality
between vaccination and adverse events, including:

There is no reliable denominator to establish event rates – and no “control” group
against which to measure adverse events.

Reports are often messy or incomplete.

Underreporting has been a consistent and documented issue. (One CDC study
shows that the system may capture as few as 12% of adverse events, meaning
the total for COVID-19 vaccines could be as high as 10.8 million.)

On the other hand, overreporting is also an issue, as noted in this 2003 CDC
review: “Other potential reporting biases include increased reporting in the first
few years after licensure, increased reporting of events occurring soon after
vaccination, and increased reporting after publicity about a particular known or
alleged type of adverse event.”

In the case of childhood vaccinations, vaccine sets are co-administered, making it
nearly impossible to know which specific vaccine caused the adverse event.

So why continue using an unreliable system – apart from the fact it was required by
Congress? Experts agree that VAERS can be extremely useful in picking up signals of
causation, which can be confirmed with further study, usually employing the
government’s other major monitoring system: the CDC’s Vaccine Safety Datalink. The
VSD uses the combined databases of nine major healthcare systems nationwide,
providing detailed patient data, and the ability to look at control groups of unvaccinated
patients. The downside to the VSD is that unless an issue comes through the healthcare
system, it’s not going to be reported. So if someone dies at home after being
vaccinated, it won’t make it into VSD, though it might make it into VAERS.

One prime example of VAERS picking up a signal leading to an important safety
discovery occurred in the late 1990s with the RotaShield vaccine for rotavirus – an
ailment that causes diarrhea and vomiting in the very young. While clinical trials revealed
a small number of cases of intussusception – the sometimes-deadly folding of the
intestine in small children – the  finding was not seen as prohibitive. Nonetheless, public
health researchers flagged it as something to look for in VAERS as the vaccine was
distributed widely. When reports started piling up in VAERS, it led to a review process,
which ultimately led to the manufacturer pulling the vaccine off the market and the FDA
pulling its license. A clear success for the system.

In the case of the COVID-19 vaccine products, Dr. Orenstein said VAERS has been a
success, and that the large number of reports has been helpful in identifying certain
issues. “The increased volume may be a good thing. Because of the increased reporting
we’ve been able to detect causally related problems, with mRNA problems with
myocarditis and pericarditis, and with J&J coagulation problems and Guillain-Barré, so
in essence, VAERS is important.”

Jessica Rose, an independent researcher in Israel, agrees, and has devoted the past
year and a half to putting VAERS under a microscope. Dr. Rose has a PhD in
computational biology from Bar-Ilan University, a post-doc in molecular biology from
Hebrew University, and another in biochemistry from the Technion, widely considered
Israel’s MIT. She has become a fierce critic of the COVID-19 vaccines and spent
countless hours poring over VAERS reports to craft her articles on the emergent issues.

For Rose, who has been collaborating with Dr. McCullough, the information available in
the VAERS system on its own is sufficient to prove causality when it comes to vaccine-
induced myocarditis from all three vaccines, especially the mRNA-based shots from
Pfizer and Moderna. They specifically raise concerns around the high rate of myocarditis
reported among boys ages 12-15. Their paper stating this was received, peer-reviewed,
and accepted by Elsevier, the publisher of Current Problems in Cardiology, where the
piece was to be released. It was then withdrawn from the site at the discretion of the
editor. No basis was given for the removal. Dr. McCullough described the situation in
detail to Bret Weinstein on his Dark Horse podcast in December. When asked for
comment, Dr. McCullough told RealClearInvestigations:

Elsevier, the world's largest medical publisher, has for the first time in its
history started violating publication contracts with unilateral retractions in
the pandemic era. These papers were fully peer-reviewed, contracted, and
published without any threats to scientific validity. The one thing in common
for these retractions – they provided data on COVID-19 vaccine injuries,
disabilities, and deaths. Thus Elsevier has broken the trust of the consuming
public, doctors, and patients. In addition to legal exposure, Elsevier is losing
ground to MDPI and other publishers that do not engage in corrupt
censorship.

Asked to respond to the cardiologist's comment, Elsevier issued this statement to RCI:
“We do not agree with these assertions; this article in press was withdrawn following our
standard policies which are all publicly available on our website.”

The Lyme Disease Precedent

Dr. Orenstein and the federal health apparatus now acknowledge that adverse
outcomes like myocarditis, coagulopathies/thrombosis, and Guillain-Barré have been
established as causally related to the COVID-19 shots in certain cohorts – and that
VAERS played a role in making those connections – but see them as rare.

Former FDA epidemiologist Ellenberg says the sheer number of events in VAERS may
reflect the revival of an old phenomenon: high adverse publicity around vaccines, similar
to what happened with the Lyme disease vaccine and arthritis.

Lyme disease can cause arthritis. So can aging. When many reports of arthritis started
appearing in VAERS after that vaccine was rolled out in 1998, bad publicity followed.
Ellenberg started receiving phone calls from lawyers asking her when FDA was going to
pull the vaccine. Ultimately, FDA convened a panel to look into the correlation, and no
causal connection was found. “But because of the publicity, use of the vaccine waned
and eventually the producer took it off the market.”

Regarding the COVID-19 vaccines, Jessica Rose said VAERS shows a grim picture that
has nothing to do with publicity. The reporting system “is functioning as a
pharmacovigilance tool right now,” she said. “There are an enormous number and range
of safety signals being thrown out.”

In March 2022, after the COVID-19 vaccine had been available for 15 months (462
days), she compared the number of VAERS reports related to these shots versus those
for flu vaccines. Given the greater number of COVID shots administered during that
period, she predicted that “the rate of reporting in VAERS…should be about twice for
COVID than for flu.” What she found instead was “117.6 times as many reports of
adverse events in the context of the COVID shots.”

Rose is adamant. “This is not about the number of doses, this is about these products
doing more damage [than the flu vaccines],” she said, “systemic, comprehensive
damage that we’ve never seen before. There’s no doubting that these products are
different.” When RCI queried Rose as to which three adverse events might be most
readily proven as being caused by the vaccine with data posted in VAERS, she replied,
“Myocarditis, Bell’s palsy, and anything related to clotting.

Quietly, large numbers of peer-reviewed studies have been accumulating in legitimate
journals, lending credence to those who believe many adverse events are occurring,
and that they are causally related to vaccination. Just recently, a study of vaccines in
three Nordic countries revealed a strong correlation between getting the Astra-Zeneca
shot and a higher incidence of cardiovascular injury, and a lesser but still significant
correlation for recipients of the Pfizer and Moderna products.

Finally, a “preprint” study (not yet peer reviewed) uploaded June 23 and co-authored by
Peter Doshi, a senior editor at the British Medical Journal, as well as physicians from
UCLA and Stanford, concludes that a careful analysis of all available data now suggests
that the benefits of vaccination do not outweigh the potential harms. To make their
calculations, the researchers used data from VAERS as well as its European equivalent,
EudraVigilance, and the WHO’s VigiBase.

But the story remains complicated. For instance, Rose agreed drawing conclusions is
complicated by the lack of data in VAERS about whether reporting patients have also
recovered from COVID. Studies have now shown that having had COVID also increases
the risk of cardiovascular events in the year after recovery. On the other hand, an Israeli
analysis shows a correlation to vaccine rollout, but not to COVID-19 infection rates.

With such variables, the task of monitoring vaccine safety can seem almost futile. But
Dr. Robert Chen, the creator of VAERS, disagrees. He believes the system, in concert
with the Vaccine Safety Datalink and other resources, has worked well in alerting the
public health community to issues due to vaccination. He told RCI that “in terms of its
main function of telling you that something is going on, it’s amazingly effective.”

Dr. Orenstein said the VSD should be expanded if possible as a complement to VAERS
but said that without a single national database, the current system of monitoring
vaccine safety is “as good as it gets.” For Ellenberg, a statistician by training, “these are
horrible, messy databases. You’re looking for a needle in a haystack.” When talking to
other epidemiologists and encouraging them to create better systems for analyzing
VAERS, Ellenberg said she uses this analogy: “If you can reduce the whole haystack to
a handful of hay, then that makes your job just a little bit easier.”

Rose acknowledges the messiness of VAERS, but believes it provides enough
information to tell a story of danger. She said that in her analysis, 60% of VAERS reports
describe events within 48 hours of vaccine administration – one more criteria for
causality. Rose said: “It isn’t on me to prove that these products aren’t safe, this is on
them [CDC, FDA], legally, to prove that these products are safe. And they’re not doing
their jobs.” On that point, a recent public records request by Josh Guetzkow, Ph.D., and
the legal team at Robert F. Kennedy Jr.’s Children’s Health Defense found that CDC has
not been analyzing the VAERS data on COVID-19 shots using its own stated methods.

In an email to RCI, the CDC stated, “COVID-19 vaccines are undergoing the most
intense safety monitoring in U.S. history.”
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trump's wife got it ...
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Operation Warp Speed, everybody.

TheUnderdog

they probably gave the real thing to her ...
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the "beautiful vaccine"

saved "MLLIONS" of lives

--D.J. Trump
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Maybe Governor Newsom had a adverse reaction with GBS
last year?
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that moron ...
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He was a useful puppet. But a puppet none the less. They
used him to who's a die hard for America American, made a
database, also created absolute extremism. Either you are
extreme right or extreme liberal. Now that's settled and the
hay is EXTREMELY dry, they need the spark to set it off.
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Friend of mine caved to Federal mandate to keep his job.

1st shot, minor issues.

2nd shot: 2 emergency visits, doctors, specialists, etc., etc.,
for months! 

Official diagnosis was some big word having to do with
inflammation in tubing leading to the stomach.

Not one suspected the vaccine...and magically, ~4months
later it just all went away.
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Hum maybe thats what Ivanka Trump (first wife) died of?  At
age 73?  Unless she had a dizzy spell and fell down the
stairs, hit her head and died of brain bleed.  Also a very
likely outcome of those booster jabs... And she was
compliant I belive with the jabberoos.
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Imagine knowing you're partially responsible for the death of
your children's mother. And all the children know, too.
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I lost confidence in Trump after he continued to push the jab
even though it was and is obviously dangerous.  
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Over 1,000 peer reviewed medical papers confirming serious
vaccine injuries…

https://community.covidvaccineinjuries.com/compilation-peer-
reviewed-medical-papers-of-covid-vaccine-injuries/
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Thank you, T!

^^^^THIS^^^^
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Oh, and UK data showed that vaccinated are dying from
non-covid causes at a minimum of double the rate of
unvaccinated people.
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imgur.com" /></a>
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https://imgur.com/6a9nII0
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WOW

Set The Edge
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No need to get bogged down with studies and data. We
know ALL vaccines are unsafe because the
manufacturers told us so by stating to Congress that if
you don’t give us liability immunity, we will no longer be able
to manufacture vaccines. 
 

The PHARMA whores in Congress and the President did
just that. You want safe vaccines?  Pressure Congress to
remove liability immunity from PHARMA. 

ohm

Over 1,000 peer reviewed medical papers
confirming serious vaccine injuries…
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Holy $hit!!!

golfnow
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3 at work have collapsed after their jabs, 2 just fell over, lucky
they didn't smash their heads, the 3rd was sitting in a chair
and just zoned out. 2 of the 3 went to ER and lost their drivers
license for 3 months.

Farmerz
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Why did they lose their licenses? That's just weird.

flyonmywall
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Deaths After Vaccination in Pfizer Trial Not Fully
Investigated, New Documents Reveal

The court judgement that enforced the quicker release of
the Pfizer Covid "vaccine" trial documents has already
provided evidence of collusive criminal acts. Now we have
the revelation "Three participants in the Pfizer Covid vaccine
trial died shortly after vaccination and their deaths were not
fully investigated"

These criminal acts of collusion between manufacturer and
control authority have led to endless deaths and crippling
adverse reactions. They continue to be ignored by most
everyone, especially those that have a duty to protect the
public. We are totally on our own. Bombarded with money-
power lies. Same as 911. 

https://tinyurl.com/28ax8usa

Gargolic
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the pfizer vaccine was developed in 24 hours.. moderna
took 48 hours.. neither were tested..

https://greatgameindia.com/untold-story-mrna-covid-19-
vaccines/

https://greatgameindia.com/covid-19-vaccine-ugur-sahin/
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Republican?  

Portal
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pls ...

Pandelis
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The Feds Pile Up Vaccine 'Adverse Event' Reports As They Decry
Scaremongering Elsewhere

This is a dead issue.  The plandemic failed and the "vaccines" don't
work and aren't safe. Nobody is going to admit they were wrong -
and none of the drug companies are going to pay the price for
dangerous products that got forced into the public's veins. It is only
psychotic Democrats that care about this any more.

The only good thing that came out of this is that the public may be
less likely to fall for the next round of BS coming out of our Zionist
Occupied Government.

Move on.

teutonicate

germanica
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Somehow we’ve demonized coughs, sniffles and having no
symptoms whatsoever

Meanwhile we’ve normalized strokes, heart attacks, myocarditis,
blood clots, neurological disorders and even pro athletes
suddenly dying

Team Z Freedom
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bingo

resist55
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No vaccine has ever achieved the claimed or believed
impact on any disease..

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kQivkd4uDOk

Suffer little children.. ching ching

https://vaxxter.com/the-fdas-summer-plans-kill-the-
children-next/

Gargolic
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what remains unspoken about, is the dreadful VAERS web
application user interface 

it is buggy and downright user-hostile, requiring 40 minutes to
successfully submit a single report

the system pitfalls are such that simple entry errors drop the
user out of the web application, requiring them to start over
completely

despite this, the system is flooded with incident reports, and
estimates are that less than one in ten injuries have actually
been reported

this website tells the stories of the injured, the faces behind
the numbers 

https://www.realnotrare.com/

reddy kilowatt

anything that gets reported goes directly into the
[VAERS] system … so mostly what you get is noise
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Thanks for pointing out how difficult VAERS is to use.  Vast
numbers of people likely just give up after a couple tries.
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'The "safe and effective" narrative is falling apart

Here is my list of over 50 leading indicators that the
momentum is moving in our favor. I'd be surprised if the
narrative doesn't fall apart soon. It's now unravelling quickly in
the UK.' - Steve Kirsch

https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/the-safe-and-effective-
narrative

BLOTTO
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BoJo resigned almost immediately after the NHS released
some horrific vax data.

Look, squirrel...

Not Too Important
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it ain't safe and it ain't effective

“This evidence included extensive invasion of small blood
vessels with massive numbers of lymphocytes, which cause
extensive cell destruction when unleashed. Other organs,
such as the lungs and liver, were observed to have
extensive damage as well. These findings indicate the
vaccines were causing the body to attack itself with deadly
consequences."

the pathogen is spike protein and spike protein is what the
vaccine causes the body to produce. Spike protein is one of
the most contrived (deliberately created rather than arising
naturally) poisons that man has ever made. Its aim is to kill
billions without anyone ever noticing it. So we have an
engineered virus and a mandated vaccine. By design they
work hand in hand.

“But the devil is more concerned with increasing the
number of sins than with hiding them."

Know this. Its a membrane protein. the MRNA distributes
this poison throughout the body and Its seeks out the
various tissues and sets up shop in those tissues (remember
all organs Heart , Lungs, Kidney, Brain,) have tissues that
attach to them. The toxin (poison) will get people with pre-
existing conditions first

Keep far away from the poison clot shot.

The poison is in the spike protein. Its contains bits of prion
and HIV all wrapped in graphene oxide. Lovely stuff, ehh.

It creates an allergic reaction and it depends on how your
body responds to it. However left untreated it causes
death. And pretty quickly at that.

Protect yourself. Remember the old adage. An ounce of
prevention is worth a pound of cure.

Every Day. Vitamin C, D3, Zinc. Probiotics for your immune
system

As to the poison clot shot. The realm of human stupidity has
no bounds!

Albert Einstein summed it up nicely many years ago.

"Two things are infinite. The universe and human stupidity.
And I'm not sure about the universe."

BullNBear8
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I'd like to agree with you ... but the WHO has called "wolf" many
times in the past ... with our Presidents getting Vax's on TV and
billions ordered for Vaccines for nothing-burgers.  This time they
had the Fake PCR tests ...

You'd hope people will wake up ... but I'm not holding my breath.

Doctor TimE.
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This dead issue is going to be revived, and has already begun. 
They now know what scary lie can effectively control the masses
and allow them to modify voting enough to make it cheatable. 
New mask mandates just starting, new worst yet variant. 
Monkey pox was just an issue to bridge one bad cov to the next.

wicked trader
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Germanica, you give up easily....

NoBillsOfCredit
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A Democrat senators 17-year old daughter died in her sleep.  She
was previously healthy.

rag_house
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she may have been frightened to death when hunter & pea dough
joe crept into her room

zotz
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It's not just Laws that are for little people.

Revolution_starts_now
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Same with NFL and NBA players.

But not European futbul players.
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European football - now the worlds most dangerous game

BLOTTO
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dr. fauci said he got it ... trust science ...
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then they'll both be dead by 2025!

 

lani
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We'll all be dead by 3025!

MazeMerized
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not me, i got the lizard-people hook up... i know a guy who
works for them, he's been getting me immortality pills....only
$50 each, you need two a day. I'll live to be like a million! 

SickOfTheLies
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it's people like you who are bankrupting social security . . .

banned_on_the_run
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@banned, maybe so, but hopefully people like you are still
paying into it.

Donnie Duvanie
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IF and it is a big IF ...

Pandelis
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Speaking of dead, check out Dr. Campbell on YouTube who
recently went into detail as to why the death rate has increased
the last year

..

Some folks aren't dying right away from the poison. 

CatInTheHat
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boomer wakes up to smell of coffee and non-covid excess
deaths

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7f45S6vmQgA
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A key point about Malone. He knew how dangerous it was, how
every single lab animal died and how they died.

Not Too Important
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Newsom (CA governor) had Guillain-Barre Syndrome

cowsqueezer
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I wish he had guillotine-byebye syndrome

reddy kilowatt
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Too fast. Eaten by ants syndrome would be better.

HansSachs
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No he has always been that way - candy read either. 

Set The Edge
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Another government statistic that means nothing.  How odd...

OlderOldPhart
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Vaxxie, vaxxie, so obsessed, Wore your mask and took your tests.

Still got COVID, every strain, Spike proteins inside your brain.

Short of breath at 24, "Dr. Fauci, gimmie more!"

Proteins tangle and misfold, Amyloidosis taking hold.

Swollen heart at 25, "Thank Moderna I'm alive!"

There's no cure for microclot, Getting worse with every shot.

Heart attack at 26, Prayed to Pfizer for a fix.

Vaxxie, vaxxie, death is lurking, Doctor says, "that means it's working."

Died of SADS at 27, All good vaxxies go to heaven.

Obituary headline noted: "Anti-Vaxxer Dies of COVID."

His family is quite upset, But they're alive, at least on net.

And, they say, "it's for the better," Without the vax "he would be deader."
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raucous applause 

Pizza the Hutt
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Redacted: Lawdy, I'm gettin' ooold.

 

MazeMerized
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42 seconds,  and yes

Pizza the Hutt
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Vaxxie, Vaxxie, Heart Attacksie!

https://vid8.poal.co/user/praump/LNBmMB8
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wow - that was . . . . startling

reddy kilowatt
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He was clapping because you're Captain Kirk.

Swirling Diarrhea Tornado
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I'm not that shallow 

Fabio Lanzoni
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My applause is in appreciation of his well written and
humorous comment

Not merely because he's the Shatner 

Pizza the Hutt
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Good one William Shatner-Shakespeare

Kanzen Saimin
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Maybe William Blake Shatner? Tyger, tyger, burning bright...

HansSachs
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dammit jim, i'm a webtroll, not a doctor!

reddy kilowatt
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Dammit Jim, I'm not a magician . . .

banned_on_the_run
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MC Lyte vibes. Good stuff.

MyLittlePonyPaste
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Almost as good as your take on "MacArthur Park".

MrMoMoChaser
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Most excellent and creative.

 

CatInTheHat
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The truth always comes out. Always. Just a matter of time.

Tevo
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love it well done

but

obit headline should be PROvaxxer dies of covid surely?

 

Amicus Curiae
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No. Everything must be blamed on unvaxxed, and only unvaxxed
people die of Covid. There can be NO public admission that the
vaxxes are crap.

HansSachs
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People are dying left and right "unexpectedley".

Open your eyes.

Me personally I know nobody who died from Covid, but I do know 3 that
died after their vax.  All unexpectedley with heart shut down.

Why do we let this happen?  

It iis all coming again this fall.  Will you take a stand?

takeaction
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12 here.  All injectees.  Some sudden, some more gradual.  There are
patterns, e.g., most of those who died after some period of weeks
reported that they felt pretty good after the initial shot, but went into a
tailspin after the second.  It's as if the vaccine makers decided to give
the idiots one 'get out of jail free card," and the real death jab is for
those schmucks who come back for more.  

Lore
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I ought to write an explanation why the second shot is likely to
adversely impact a person more than the first. Anaphylaxis, if
anyone wants do their homework.

TheUnderdog
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Jessica Rose shows this in her data...especially in young people.

DanDaley
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A young Stanford student, captain of the women's soccer team, I
believe died unexpectedly a few months ago. She was found in her
bed at age 22, without any lacerations, no notes, or anything. They
ruled it a "suicide", even though she was a vibrant young soccer
player, captain of her team. I think she really died of SADS. She had
no reason to commit suicide. While Stanford forced all students,
professors and staff to get vaxxed. This is the one person I had
some connection to that I know probably died of the vax. 
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My mom is probably going to die riddled with abnormally aggressive
cancer.  She didn't want to get vaccinated but my dad had done
enough research and felt good about it.

This is the first time I've completed that entire chain and written it
down.  Just devastating on so many fronts.

Chump
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I’m sorry for what she and you are going through. Most of my
relatives are vaxxed and I tremble with anger at what is
happening.

VAXXFREE
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Yeah I thought I knew what rage was as a younger man.  Red
face, shaking fists and screaming, veins bulging.

Nope.  I still don't have words for it but it's not that.

Chump
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same here, it is kind of a frozen disgust that would welcome
the punishment of the perpetrators...

its maybe a longing for justice, ...

https://vid8.poal.co/user/praump/jSS8gPR
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so sorry for you and mum. lost mine to cancer when I was
29 and its hard for the person and everyone else

Amicus Curiae
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I know quite a few vaxxed and they re not dying fast enough.
More time or is the adverse reactions a random occurrence.
Jury still out on long term implications. Where is fauci? 

lizard_king
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Practically everyone I know is vaxxed, but apart from a few
side effects, none have died (thank goodness).

But I'm in the UK, and I believe different production lots
have wildly different toxicity.

bigjim
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https://www.realnotrare.com/

reddy kilowatt
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Oh Chump, so sorry for you and your family. I get the anger and
frustration..

My Dad suffered a stroke after jab 2 

Couldn't talk him out if it  

CatInTheHat
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Yep, flat out said don't take it, just don't. But then tried to bury
the hatchet because what's done is done right?  But now I
have to swallow the "you killed mom" that wants to jump out
every time I have a moment's peace.

Such a wise man, built such a life.  I mean true rags to riches,
made everyone else better along the way with him.  Loving
father and husband, I lacked nothing fundamental and had
more growing up than anyone dare wish for.

None of this is meaningful and I'm rambling at this point just to
say: I get it when people talk about a spiritual/metaphysical
war happening right now.  Theories and tangents abound but
there's something beyond human understanding happening
too.

Chump
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i feel like saying the same thing to my dad, similar situation.
however, he was the exact opposite kind of father than you
described, so at least you have all that good stuff as a
counterweight to the vax decision....i don't. but i still dont
say it, he would just deny blame anyway....

SickOfTheLies
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The kind of people you describe are so good at heart that
they simply can't imagine some people would be so evil as
to want to kill or enslave us with the vax.

The road to hell is paved with good intention they say.

Maxter
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"But now I have to swallow the "you killed mom" that wants
to jump out every time I have a moment's peace."

 

Judging by how you describe your father, he is a good man
and no doubt whatsoever will he not need to be told that
he's responsible, let it go... swallow hard & find it in your
heart to forgive him... and remember that carrying that rage
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10

heart to forgive him... and remember that carrying that rage
will also have a negative effect on your own health... 

 

The saying... "don't get mad... get even" says it all... 

 

My prayers for you and your family, mate... 

🙁
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Sounds like he did his own research and made a decision.
From rollout of jabs through June of 2021, it seemed like the
right thing for at risk people. Come fall of 2021, it was clear
that the jab promises were false. So we can certainly have
humility about what was right or wrong depending on the
circumstances. At least it sounds like he didn’t do it
because his tv told him too and he “believes the Science”.
God bless you and yours. 

GoEagles
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Told my relatives the same. Didn't listen. They keep getting
the rona now too. Me? Haven't had it.

CommieHater21
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Western nations have been subjected to a military psyop, yes
your government attacked you, just like the past, and just like
the Chinese in Tiananmen Sq... friends and family are the
casualties, but while we allow this to happen, we're all cattle.

raybies
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The "military psyop" is just another tool (of many) used by
those further up the line against us... the Controllers are not
so easily recognised... but they are there.

😒

Eyes Opened
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I'm so sorry for what happened.  My dad also seemed so wise
until he got himself jabbed. Now his already existing heart issues
have worsened.  I'm thankful my mom stood her ground and did
not, but all my friends did. 

AlohaZ
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sorry man. i lost my mom a little over a year ago, just a couple
months after her second shot. there is no way to tell if that
actually contributed to her death, but she did start getting blood
clots out of the clear blue sky ...anyway i know how hard that shlt
is to go through and i hope you have some good memories to
look back on if she does indeed pass. good luck

SickOfTheLies
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Me three!    20 hours after her second shot my mom collapsed
and died from a brain clot.   Still can't believe those around me
who still write off my input as being irrational.  

hyperinflationdan
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People are too scared to look at the truth staring them in the
face... sorry about your mother... 

🙏

Eyes Opened
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My dad got the vaxx, three doses and all. Died from covid caused
pneumonia. 

My brother got the vaxx, two doses. Is in 40C fever now from
covid. 

Me, my other brother and mom didn't get the vaxx. Not even a
single goddamn cough! And my un-vaxxed brother works in a
profession where meets hundreds of people a day.

There's something very wrong in this picture. 

finnzero
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the only vax people should have accepted is the kids
version(hugely more tested and safer) Prevenar 13 pneumonia 
vaccine

the after covid pneumonia is  the biggie same as it is with
normal flu for many of us

and

the kids vax works better for the covid pneumonia than the
adult version 23strain btw

Amicus Curiae
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It's called chain block...

My brother so proudly said" I got the 2 shots an a booster, waiting
for the 2nd booster, I said U take It You will be Dead."   Don't care.
Not much of a brother...

Maxamillia
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I might be wrong.  I don't think they will get it pulled off a second time. 
They tried w/ Moneypox I mean monleypox and it fell flat.  These
dipspits don't know when to stop.  

I'd worry more about food at this point.  All those processors etc going
up along w/ other farm input issues. 

someitguy
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Monkeypox occurs almost exclusively among gay men. 
Suggestions that such folk be quarantined or forcibly injected with
some "beautiful vaccine" will be made by a Democrat administration
about the time Hell freezes over.

Dabooda
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In a way I hope they keep trying tp push this shit  

They are just arrogant enough to do it and have such contempt for
Americans believing them so stupid to fall for it twice. just in time for
midterms.

Klaus Schwab recently said on video that "next time ve vill see that
EVERY person gets ze vaccczine"

Oh yeah I bet you will.

Up next? shutting down your bank acct if you won't take it..

It's coming  

CatInTheHat
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That is why I hold all my assets in physical, properties (without
morgages), food, self defence, and PMs. Keep 5 to 10k in the
bank to pay any bills

Normac
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... and are pushing for the digital currency .. 

Eyes Opened
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I see all the reports. And do not doubt them in the least. From the
minute they described what they were and how they worked I
immediately said no freaking way. I feel lucky that I only know one who
person who had a stroke shortly after the jab and is still with us.

Krink26
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Take a little gander through your local obituaries and funeral notices.
Start from 5/21.

Look to see how many people "died suddenly" at home. You can suss
out the suicide/drug ones. 

Just looking for 50 and younger was an eye-opener for me.

 

CommieHater21
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...but I do know 3 that died after their vax.

 

Same. Young (19) to middle aged (40s) and fit and healthy -got the
shot, and soon dead...plus myocarditis, Bell's palsy, and arrhythmias in
others.

DanDaley
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My parents neighbor's son died "suddenly" last year.  That is code for
the clot shot killed him, or suicide/drug OD or car crash.  Probably
33%/33%/33% odds on these causes as he was young.

OlderCrow
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Number of people I know who ended up at the hospital because of covid: 0

Number of people I know who ended up at the hospital because of the
V@XX: 8

"Safe and Effective" is now a euphemism for horse-shit.

Sophia Aurelius
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Hospital versus death. I've only considered death to this point, where
Covid wins, 3-2. But I know 4 people, at least, admitted because of
Covid, and I know at least 7 admitted because of side effects from
vaxxes, of whom two died.

HansSachs
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I know a lot of older people.  I also know a lot of people in different
states.  I find it very strange that I don't know anyone who had
serious illness from Covid, after all the fear-mongering hysteria.   I
also find it extremely suspicious that so many young, healthy people
in my life, ended up in the emergency room, shortly after getting the
v@xx. 

Something is very wrong.   

Sophia Aurelius
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The vaccines were a giant IQ test. Hope you passed.

WuhanJohnny
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If I'm to believe the government, 80 percent of my state did not.  We
formerly had the highest life expectancy in the US, so it will be
interesting to see how this plays out.  I'm planning to "buy the dip" and
get some more farmland in the next couple of years...have a feeling I'm
going to need it.

AlohaZ
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Your going to need it a lot sooner than that.

xpload32004
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Very smart idea.

But ya better get it before Bill Gates gets anymore if it  

As to the jabs being an IQ test, INDEED.

I am SO GRATEFUL everyday that I chose not to get that poison into
my body. 

CatInTheHat
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Gov said 96% took it in my neck of the woods... I think it's probably
in the 75%. Haven't experienced any fatalities.

raybies
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If as many people die as expected, the demand for farmland should
drop along with the vaxxed who drop, no?

HansSachs
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They needed the 90th percentile to FixitTony and the 10th percentile to
shovel the shit. 

MyLittlePonyPaste
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i dont like being told by the govt i have to inject something into myself,
so no shots. But i feel SO bad for the kids whose dumb sheep parents
MADE them get the shots. I know mine would have definitely made me
get it.

SickOfTheLies
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Perfect summary of the last 2 years.

Blue Dingo
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More of a test of street smarts, discernment and life experience than
IQ.  I know a lot of very smart people that took the death shot.

OlderCrow
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Remember Pfizer...

Fraud removes all legal immunity.

2banana
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I hope that is true.

permittedspeech
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Only if you trust your government to pursue and enforce a fraud
conviction. Sadly, it will never happen at the Federal level. 

Aspergers or Sociopath
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...unless they tried to sign a contract granting immunity to fraud.

https://www.thebureauinvestigates.com/stories/2021-02-23/held-to-
ransom-pfizer-demands-governments-gamble-with-state-assets-to-
secure-vaccine-deal

TheUnderdog
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Just another cost of doing business in ClownWorld.

https://zamizdat.info/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/Gain-of-
Function.pdf

Over the previous five decades, Pfizer has weathered convictions for
false advertising, illegal marketing, price fixing, wholesale bribing of
doctors, falsified safety trials, corporate espionage, toxic waste
dumping, conspiracy, and fraud and racketeering.

 

zamizdat
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Malignant organizations like Pfizer are exactly what you get when
you have fundamentally dishonest, avaricious, and ignorant people
in both business and government. 

DanDaley
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Maybe so but that only works when you can get a court to hear the
case without throwing it out for one technicality or another. Given the
state of the judicial system in the US right now, and considering the
money (and the power that comes with it) that big pharma has at its
disposal to influence any legal proceeding, I'm not holding my breath
to see justice prevail when it comes to vaxxx damages. Unfortunately it
probably will have to come to vigilante justice when it's all said and
done.

Dickweed Wang

Fraud removes all legal immunity.
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yep. 

Set The Edge
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the CDC stated, “COVID-19 vaccines are undergoing the most intense
safety monitoring in U.S. history.”
buuuuuuullllshyyyyyyttttt

Ray Donovan
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these are not blood clots ... it is amyloidosis ... cleaved proteins
(caused by these shots) folding together and forming clots ... it could
happen in any organ ...

 

Pandelis
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  appears all these new versions are also lab created ... pieces fit
together ... 

https://unglossed.substack.com/p/omicron-origins-summary-
spoiler?
token=eyJ1c2VyX2lkIjo2ODA3NjQyOCwicG9zdF9pZCI6NjM5MTQx
MjIsImlhdCI6MTY1Nzc2MTExMCwiaXNzIjoicHViLTM4OTg1MyIsInN
1YiI6InBvc3QtcmVhY3Rpb24ifQ.rTfYYgO_UvO_eWtnD_ujo3eyk85rk
ioPJL8F4VC2p5s&utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email
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Must be why the death rate has increased the last year way
above normal....

CatInTheHat
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As has been conclusively demonstrated by CDC responses to
FOIA requests, this is a complete pack of lies. 

philipat

In an email to RCI, the CDC stated, “COVID-19
vaccines are undergoing the most intense safety
monitoring in U.S. history.”
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Pfizer listed 1,200 possible side effects in their FDA application.

People that are vaxxed aren't going to just get one or two side
effects, many will get dozens, even hundreds of side effects. All with
no cure.

Not Too Important
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Harvard did a statistical analysis on VAERS underreporting, and
concluded adverse events were underreported by a factor of x100.

Add two 0's to every VAERS number, per Harvard.

Not Too Important
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All three months.

Jamesf1010
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What annoys me, is they have VAERS and it's meant as a sentinel
system to warn officials that there may be an issue with
medication/vaccines. They're ignoring it. 

4thmeal
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I love how they are trying to convince us that SADS is a thing. Like, "Oh by
the way folks, you are just going to randomly drop dead now. Enjoy!" It
would be comical if it weren't so fucking evil.

permittedspeech
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Some people have to learn the hard way and others never learn.  

someitguy
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"suddenitis"

BorgNine
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Anytime, for the rest of your life, you hear the phrase "there is no scientific
evidence of..." just remember that's bureaucrat code for "we made sure the
evidence was never compiled or studied."

AlohaZ
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People are waking up to the BS, #DoNotComply is trending on twatter.

FooBangPop
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remember the lack of funding
: https://nitter.net/WeeklyRich/status/1476699045989027853#m

smallpuppy
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A death certificate is pretty good evidence of something wrong.

I do acknowledge that vaccines work. From the number of deaths
occurring it is very clear they do.

Peter Pan
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As intended.

Not Too Important
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As long as people continue to trust government,  government  will continue
to exploit the people. 

South of Theodosia
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'TruSt dA pLaN yOu gUyS'

TheUnderdog
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The really funny thing is that polls show almost no one trusts the
government or MSM.

On the other-other hand, they trust whatever the government or MSM
says about CoVid and the Vax's.

 

Doctor TimE.
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SOME do.

People that trust the gubmint are basically Foking lazy.

South of Theodosia
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But... do you trust the pollsters ? 

😏

Eyes Opened
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My ex wife is still alive vaxxed and boosted. WTH is taking so long
dammit!??

LastOfTheGreatPretenders
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The devil is just keeping her around longer.

Gentleman Bastard
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She must have lizard genes.

rag_house
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FYI

late in the game superspreader
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She will drop - 5 years out cancer, prion disease or cardio.  Give it
time.  And a few more booster.

el_diablo
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VAERS is supposed to be an early warning system. What good is it when it's
ignored and the results covered up? Tens of thousands have died and their
deaths were the result of a conspiracy to hide the dangers of the vaccine as
well as the real cures for Covid. These people are murderers and need to
face justice for their crimes. 

chubbar
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quiet, you!!!

SickOfTheLies
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stay pure blood

vini vidi
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Done!

Pizza the Hutt
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And done! 

GregT
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and done again!

CatInTheHat
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ok.

SickOfTheLies
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"No control group"?   Hello?  Unvaxxed sitting here with no
thrombocytopenia, autoimmune disease, cancer, or even flu symptoms.  

Xena fobe
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This is why they pressed so hard for 95% participation.

No control group.

And they're not done with you.

MrMoMoChaser
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The thing to consider is that polls saying that 95% of this or that
group got injected can not be believed at all. 

It boils down to the question "consider the source" . 

If the source which is the MSM is lying about everything else,  why
would they be truthful about the very important subject of number of
people who got injected. 

The big diet - it's coming
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Much of Africa is a control group. They are unvaxx'ed, utilize
therapeutics, and are doing very well.

Lambros776
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At least until Pfizer gets to them.

1996: Regrettably, over 50 children die in Nigeria after the company
tests an experimental antibiotic on children without obtaining proper
regulatory approval or consent from the children’s parents.

https://zamizdat.info/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/Gain-of-
Function.pdf

zamizdat
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Here's another expose on WHO and anti fertility hormone
inserted into a tetanus shot for child bearing women in Africa. 

https://www.moonofshanghai.com/2020/05/a-cautionary-tale-
about-who.html

The big diet - it's coming
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Drop in the bucket.  They are salivating to get these covid jabs
produced in Senegal of all places to give to the pop.  There's a
huge young pop. in Sengal and they need to kill some off..

el_diablo
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Imagine the intense anxiety millions of jabbed people will always feel every
time their body does something a little quirky. That lifetime of intense anxiety
alone will shave years off their lives. 

GregT
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That's nothing.

Imagine their fear and guilt every time their vaxxed kid gets sick.

zamizdat
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It’s in my family. Dumb ash niece took her 8 year old daughter in.
Child spent 3 weeks in hospital and almost died. 2 months out of
school. She will probably never be whole again. My family tries to
console her mother by saying the Dr said it was OK. I want to say

HOW STUPID CAN YOU BE!!

hotrod
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Let her have the full guilt trip.  She caused it by allowing an un
needed vax to be given because she is STUPID ... her child will
suffer ... I hope the child survives, but if not she should NEVER be
allowed to forget it was HER FAULT for giving it to the child. 
Sadly this is going to be very very common.  80 percent are going
to kill themselves...

el_diablo
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they need to realize that the vax is poison and its makers are
ciminals.

how often is there going to be a gates/fauci tag team to corral
her over the cliff? not her fault.

she was trying to be proactive and caring and she was lied to
by the Bank

fuk the Bank

 

keeper20
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people are ridiculous in the things they tell themselves to avoid
guilt or taking blame. i have a similar situation in my family,
except no apparant adverse events yet, thank God....poor kids,
damn sheep parents....

SickOfTheLies
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most of those parents will just convince themselves it wasnt the vax
to make themselves feel better. they arent insightful or honest with
themselves.

SickOfTheLies
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"Adverse Event"

4 shots and 1 massive blood clot later....

"It could have been worse if I didn't get the Vax!"

MazeMerized
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COVID-19 vaccines are undergoing the most intense safety monitoring in
U.S. history.”

should read;

COVID-19 vaccines are undergoing the most intense COVERUP in us history

Amicus Curiae
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The biggest human test in history.

Pair Of Dimes Shift
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1. At no time in VAERS previous history has 29,000 deaths been reported
via a vaccine.

2. Pfizer's initial clinical trials showed a HIGH INCIDENT OF DEATHS WITH
THE JAB THAT WAS HIDDEN FROM THE PUBLIC.

3. And this: "But the story remains complicated. For instance, Rose agreed
drawing conclusions is complicated by the lack of data in VAERS about
whether reporting patients have also recovered from COVID. Studies
have now shown that having had COVID also increases the risk of
cardiovascular events in the year after recovery. On the other hand, an
Israeli analysis shows a correlation to vaccine rollout, but not to COVID-19
infection rates." THIS IS COMPLETE BULLSHIT.

Corona viruses are COMMON COLD viruses and do not cause cardiac or
any other serious issue  

My 84 year old father had a stroke after taking the Moderna jab #2. He
survived but IT WAS NEVER REPORTED TO VAERS 

Vaers is vastly UNDER reported because most people do not know that it
exists and most doctors are not ethical enough to report it  

 

And just recently they Ok'd a EUA ON INFANTS.....

CatInTheHat
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it has got to be stopped

keeper20
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No, SC2 does cause clotting issues.

bigjim
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Makes me think of the clinical trial lawsuit where a whistleblower claimed
that the trials were done improperly and results were fraudulent. Pfizer
responded that the DoD contract did not require proper trials. That should
have been shouted from the rooftops but because all mainstream media is
brought to us by Pfizer, total silence. 

StopTheBadness
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Pfizer has weathered convictions for false advertising, illegal marketing,
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10 Reply"

Pfizer has weathered convictions for false advertising, illegal marketing,
price fixing, wholesale bribing of doctors, falsified safety trials,
corporate espionage, toxic waste dumping, conspiracy, fraud, and
racketeering.

Fines for many offenses have been levied repeatedly, but Pfizer simply
writes off such penalties as a routine cost of doing business.

https://zamizdat.info/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/Gain-of-
Function.pdf
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When your penis falls off , you'll regret placing your trust in government,  but
it will be too late

Pizza the Hutt
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More important, did your wife notice?

MazeMerized
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She did not 

Pizza the Hutt
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Maybe she found it.

MazeMerized
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She can't operate a microscope 

Pizza the Hutt
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owch

You have my sympathy.
Parts of my anatomy are in a "Testicle Lock Box" for a
'timeout'.

MazeMerized
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this one post has earned you my full respect. 

SickOfTheLies
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Not much sausage on the pizza?

Terms of Cervix
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I'd be interested to ask someone that had that happen:

Are you sure coof would have been worse?

Swirling Diarrhea Tornado
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=byDiILrNbM4

King Missile: Detachable Peni$

 

Reclusive Zillionaire
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Just remember folks. You were never allowed to refuse the injection based
on lack of trust which no one should have had by they way they treated all
of us. You were only allowed to refuse because of a religious belief or a rare
health condition. Think about that. And none of our elected politicians would
say a bad word about the mystery serum. The best they could muster for
you was to show you some sympathy for your supposed religious beliefs. I
told everybody I worked with I'm not religious. I just don't trust them and
they don't deserve to be trusted and that was my reason. It freaked people
out when I would say it because the official narrative did not allow this
thought. "Covid Disinformation" my ass.

Dr. Gonzo
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Louisiana state constitution allows for any vaccine denial for no given
reason whatsoever. 

💪

Doofydorf
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Personally I’ve lost all trust in anything run by our government or reported
on by the MSM. It’s to the point I do nothing they recommend or prescribe
to anything they are reporting as “news”. The system is broke and not sure it
can ever be fixed. 

SmoothOpSF
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I'm at the point where I'd rather watch re-runs of "Naruto" with my
sons than any of the so called "news" stations. 

Naruto doesn't yell as much, and he makes a lot more sense

SonOfSammm
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And that folks is called utter bullshit.

Dickweed Wang

In an email to RCI, the CDC stated, “COVID-19 vaccines are
undergoing the most intense safety monitoring in U.S. history.”
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All their efforts now are to delay any reckoning. 

VAXXFREE
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Yup when sheople find out they been poisoned and what they have
done to their kids, thinking a few might be upset.

BlueLightning
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One UK statistician recently pointed out that the risk factor of a healthy child
dying of Covid-19 is the same as that child being killed by lightening!  

These injections are a gradual euthanasia project being carried out on the
adult population of primarily every Western nation, and a sterilisation project
being carried out on children and even babies.

This is truly the greatest crime in human history. Schwab obviously grew up
being very proud of his Nazi father who made a large fortune during Hitler’s
reign by using free slave labour in his factories. He and his fellow oligarch
eugenicists (Gates being one of them) have taken the Nazi gas chambers to
a whole new level thanks to bio and nano technology and AI. What better
way to slowly kill billions around the world than to out source and fund
chimeric, gain of function research on a Covid virus that only existed in bats
and transmute it into a virus capable of infecting humans, release it and get
the WHO to declare a Pandemic. Next up get every government and all
MSM to present it as The Black Death so that the sheep will take the ready
to launch injections that aren’t vaccines by any previous, recognised
international standards but rather immune system destroying poisons that
also act as sterilisation agents if given to infants, children and young
teenagers. The lockdowns and the endless petty rules and new laws were
all designed to destroy our freedoms in order to carry out what is a slow
mass murder on a global scale.

I do not believe any political leaders and other senior members of the club
(Prince Charles etc), were ever given real Covid injections. Their MSM
appearances with sleeves rolled up and the needle going in
were complete pantomime to again fool the sheep into believing these
injections were safe and being rolled out for our benefit. In reality these
maggots were given saline injections. 

Every single person who used their various positions of power to so eagerly
take part in this crime of all crimes needs to be prosecuted and the leading
figures executed for what they have done. This planet is not their personal
property and nor is a single human being on it. We are not the trash they
have decided to bin. They are, and we need to damn well bin them before
they do quite literally cull most of us to reach their Georgia Guide Stones
target of 500 million.

CapeWrath
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If you took they mystery serum injections you may want to start asking
yourself how and why you came to believe that you needed to drive down to
the parking lot to have a volunteer fireman inject an unknown and
suspicious emergency approved by war criminal staffed puppet government
of a secret government in control since 9/11 that plunders and coups
nations on the regular...because it probably wasn't a good idea to follow that
idiotic directive. I'd trust Jim Jones in Guyana more than these snakes in
D.C. and they told you there is no recompense for any harm done to you.
You would have to be one stupid sucker to trust these monsters.

Dr. Gonzo
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They violated the "informed consent" part of the liability protections...
so should be open to massive legal action...

But with our corrupt courts... it will not matter.

DouchebagJoe
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Pfizer also engaged in clinical trial fraud, which should vitiate its
government-conferred immunity from civil liability.

Lambros776
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Sheep have blind trust in their shepherds.  Kind of like Ayn Rand's
Priests.  

Xena fobe
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Something most people don't seem to have considered:

Imagine the fear and guilt every parent will feel now whenever their vaxxed
kid gets seriously ill.

If they had done a simple cost/benefit analysis, they would have seen that it
would have been far better not to get their kids vaxxed, even if the vax
worked. If the kid got Covid and died (a zillion to one chance), they could
always blame it on something else, or say to themselves that they would
have died anyway. (As most vaxxed or unvaxxed victims are already doing.)

No such consolation if the kid clearly dies from the vax. Just a lifetime of
guilt and remorse.

zamizdat
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Casket manufacturers are reporting a 400% increase in orders for
children's caskets ever since Fauci began jabbing kids. They are
getting bulk orders...orders for 100 or more units. This is something
unprecedented in the industry.

Lambros776
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If my logic above is correct, maybe they should get ready for a wave
of adult suicides as well.

zamizdat
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The parents will believe it when an expert tells them their child died
because a meteor carrying a rare  disease came close to earth and
shed it's spores.  

Xena fobe
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I have zero doubt that this would be the case. 

XxGenMartinYanCANCOOKxX
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Unfortunately, gentlemen, this will almost certainly not be the
case.

Assuming they retain even a vestige of conscience, even the
slightest suspicion that they may have inadvertently murdered
their child is a parent's worst nightmare.

And there will no escaping that ever-lurking suspicion in the
reassurances of any number of thoroughly discredited experts.

zamizdat
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BTW, I don't say this out of schadenfreude!

I seriously fear for these parents. A simple failure to investigate
alternative views may well condemn many of them to a lifetime
of grief and regret.

zamizdat
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Well, they wanted to show those mouth-breathing flat-
earther anti-vaxers how they believe in The Science.
Apparently it was very important to them.

Also "investigating alternative views?" What? Like they're
some kind of conspiracy theorists?

So there you go.

BorgNine
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b9, that is why the masonic social engineers have planned it
this way; to create demoralization that further weakens the
'body politic' to prepare for 'social reform'.

parents who were deceived should be furious, not
embarassed. they were deliberately misled.

they were lied to, in order to kill their children and destroy
their families.

the fault is that of the perpetrators, not of the victims. jmho.

keeper20
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I wish I believed as you.  But here's the thing.  These jab
believers CANNOT admit that the jab is less than 'safe and
effective'.  EVER.  If they do?  Their whole life goes blewy...
that they will not cognitively be able to do.  They are so MSM
whipped.. mass formation... it exits, and they are its victims. 
More likely they will turn on the unvaxxed who are still living
and healthy out of pure resentment .. the non vaxxed used
their brains and were not stupid.  Resisted pressure to vax,
coercion and threats.  So they are 'better, smarter' and of
course 'healthier' than the jabbed.  Do you think the jabbed
will blame themselves?  No they will look at the scapegoat -
the non never vaxxed... its coming and going to be ugly

el_diablo
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I only associate with other Purebloods. Every one else's intellect is below
me.

endofdays
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exactly.

America 1st
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They are parrots only capable of repeating "conspiracy theory".

Xena fobe
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I try to remain civil. Aloof but civil. I can't help it but I don't consider
them at the same level as me. More like a type of animal, not fully
capable of thinking or interacting at equal footing.

BorgNine
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The only problem with VAERS is that only 1% of actual events ever get
reported.  I know dozens of vaccine injured that were never reported as
such in VAERS.  Many doctors knowingly turn a blind eye (because they risk
losing money incentives to promote the .gov narrative) and refuse to
focus on the poison jabs as the potential cause of many of these medical
events.  As a result many many vax injuries never get reported.  And most of
the jabbed are ok with this...to admit otherwise is to admit they poisoned
themselves.  

The pedestal on which the medical professional has been resting for so long
has been shattered.  Most doctors are nothing more than whores with a
stethoscope.

JQP123
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Well since the employers of doctors, nurses and other medical
personnel required jabs, a great dying off of these people is going to
occur in the next 5 years which should  collapse the the Nazi hospital
system.  Many hospitals are already operating especially in ERs with
hours of wait for heart attacks, etc., as reported by someone I know
who had one.  In the ER there were several people who had been there
8-12 hours.  The next danger in medicine is going to be the use of
NEW TECHNOLOGIES of artificial limbs and organs.  Organs grown in
animals by combing animal/human DNA.  This has already been done. 
The goal is to promise a version of immortality as well as to
CONDITION the acceptance of Supersoldiers specifically to militarized
space.  The abuse in organ harvesting is off the charts and is FOR
PROFIT.  The US is one of the few maybe only country that legally
allows organ harvesting (I don't know if it is actually legal in China).
Europe and Asian countries do NOT allow this (I probably should say
YET).  

MoralsAreEssential
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There has never been a vaccine or drug to stay on the market that killed
more than 50 people - think about that. 

Set The Edge
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You think the above is fun.

You should read the Pfizers FIOA releases. 

MORE people die who took the vaccine than didn't and it still got approved
by FDA and pushed by CDC. 

Can you say Nuremberg? 

Set The Edge
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And just like Nuremberg, Doctors, Nurses, and members of the
"Media" who betrayed their own people should hang as well.

Edit: And we must not forget those hospital administrators and board
members who were well aware of the statistical data, yet insisted upon
following a protocol which would dramatically increase the rate of
fatalities in order to increase profits.
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Eu contraire, mon frere!

#iminthecontrolgroup 

duck_fur

There is no reliable denominator to establish event rates – and
no “control” group against which to measure adverse events.
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Right?  WTF?

Xena fobe
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Frankenstein’s Monster: Did the Shot Kill Ivana?

From The Link:

"I never heard these words from Trump “This is an experiment, a very
dangerous experiment, take it at your own risk.”

Instead, he became a drug company pitch man. And I fear that if Fauci
deserves the electric chair for the role he played in this all, that such credit
may be due Trump as well."

Wal-Mart Greeter
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***klaxon horn sounds ***

Pizza the Hutt
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Trump: My Vaccines Are Safe And Effective.

Wal-Mart Greeter
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The greatest trick played in this was convincing the trump haters, to
take trump's shot. 
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Desert,

I'm Well Pleased That You Took The Orange Bastard's Beautiful
Vaccines...

Wal-Mart Greeter
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Mine are unused.

 

All yours, if you want them. 
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People who took the shot because they hated Trump or loved
Trump are fools.

MrMoMoChaser
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The world is filled with idiots. 
But as Judge Smails so wisely pointed out "someone has to
dig ditches". 

It's a conundrum.

XxGenMartinYanCANCOOKxX
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The electric chair is too painless.

There can be no sincere atonement without empathy. And empathy - at
least in this case - requires experiencing some small measure of the
pain of your victims.

The logic is arguably twisted. But so is Fauci.

zamizdat
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you think the electric chair is painless? i think he deserves worse,
but the electric chair is plenty painful.

SickOfTheLies
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intubation on respirator until 'cured'

keeper20
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death by cigarette burns?

helena_maslach
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A very low voltage one. We got to conserve energy. For the planet
you know.

BorgNine
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fraudci is just laughing his skinny butt off -

late in the game superspreader
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It is Trump's pushing of the jab that I will never vote for him again

 

DeSantis2024

CatInTheHat
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Trump-   “it’s a great vaccine.   A beautiful vaccine!”   The buck
stopped with him as President.   He was getting bad information, but
still… he should have seen that and used some critical executive
thinking.  He’s finished.  

endh1b
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Re-posted from Sid:

https://www.bitchute.com/video/f45j2vPw1Zzp/

Thanks, Sid.

Me thinks the rising all cause mortality is just a drop in the bucket compared
to changing the entire human genome.

Thesemotherfuckers are absolutelybatshitfucking crazy and now they are
injecting our infants.

 

PMS Mainstreeter
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You don't F with mother nature.

Sunny Today
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In the car yesterday...listening to an iheart station.  

Commercial comes on for the jab..." and available for those 5 years
old and up"

...brought to you by Pfizer and Biontech.

 

NoPension
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So glad I did not get the stupid shot.

Got COVID on a Wednesday, took my 12 mg of ivermectin for 2 days, got
some awesome shits in on the toilet, took my vitamins C and D, ate like a
starving lion for 3 days, and was over it in 4 days.

Everybody at work was like, "Why are you back so soon?" on Monday. Work
didn't require a negative test to get back, just no symptoms.

I said "I'm too friggin busy for some bullsh*t cold. I have work to do! "

 

 

 

flyonmywall
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My experience as well. 

afronaut
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re: " So glad I did not get the stupid shot. "

I got Covid-19 Sept-Aug time frame in 2020 ... NOT that I would have
gotten the shot if it was available, and I am SURE not going to get it in
any way shape or form now!!!!!

Ident 7700 economy
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The mass die-offs are just beginning... this will become surreal.

They will try to call it "long Covid"... or "Sudden adult death syndrome" or
some other bullschit...

But the number of deaths will overwhelm their ability to suppress...

DouchebagJoe
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Casked manufacturers already are seeing a 20% increase in orders.

Lambros776
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Life insurance claims up 40%... YOY

DouchebagJoe
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Orders for children's caskets up 400% ever since the kiddie jab
was rolled out.

Lambros776
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I’m thinking cremations are about to skyrocket. In this economy
people may be too broke to afford the whole funeral.

Lucky Guesst
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go ahead, let the funeral home make 20k off of you....when I'm
gome, toss me in a dumpster or throw me in the woods, I'm
DEAD! 

SickOfTheLies
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prop me up beside the jukebox when i die

helena_maslach
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Hospitals in the UK are cremating still born babies to keep the
crematoriums from noticing any increase in prenatal deaths.

MilwaukeeMark
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Hospitals?   OK, hospitals have facilities to cremate body parts.  So
they are using these facilities to cremate the babies.  Very sad.

Xena fobe
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https://tapnewswire.com/2022/07/funeral-home-whistleblower-
hospitals-are-covering-up-baby-vaccine-deaths-by-cremating-
babies-themselves/?ysclid=l5oou3zq1d277493473

MilwaukeeMark
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Cuts out the middle man ..

Giant Meteor
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sure they are, i would bet they are really selling them to elites

helena_maslach
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There’s no one dying from the jabs. It’s called “long covid”. What a
ridiculous made up medical term. Yea Science. 

GregT
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The last 2 years have brought a whole slew of made up medical terms.

Triple mutant, hybrid immunity, and immune evasion to name a few.

Swirling Diarrhea Tornado
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leaky vaccine

keeper20
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There is no such thing as a long common cold virus which is what
Corona viruses are.

It didn't take me longer than five minutes and a search into my medical
encyclopedia to find out what Corona viruses are .

While cleaning my bathroom one day just after the Rona mess started,
something told me to read the viruses on the back of my LYSOL
cleaner that Lysol kills. CORONA VIRUSES were on that list! 

Critical thinking in the US is OVER..Had Americans done 5 minutes of
research and reading with a critical eye, the elite could not have gotten
away with what they did  

Long Covid is the bullshit medical term for VAX INJURY 

CatInTheHat
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In 2020 CDC discovered that SARS COV 2 doesn't infect human
tissue. 

So why hasn't anyone claimed those million dollar COVID bounties
for a sample isolated from human tissue? Yeah. It's a mystery.

In plain English, this means they proved, on their terms, that this
“new coronavirus” is not infectious to human beings. It is ONLY
infective to monkey kidney cells, and only then when you add two
potent drugs (gentamicin and amphotericin), known to be toxic to
kidneys, to the mix.

My friends, read this again and again. These virologists, published by
the CDC, performed a clear proof, on their terms, showing that the
SARS-CoV-2 virus is harmless to human beings. That is the only
possible conclusion, but, unfortunately, this result is not even
mentioned in their conclusion.”

https://humansbefree.com/2020/11/study-cdc-scientists-make-2-
covid-admissions-that-destroy-official-narrative.html

XxGenMartinYanCANCOOKxX
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This is an IQ test. Essentially Darwinism at work.  The stupid people die. The
smart people survive.

Foxy28
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#Pureblood here will agree with you.

Ident 7700 economy
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What concerns me are all the folks who were forced to get the shot,
or get canned from their jobs. Many of these people were of modest
means, and many of them had kids. 

So, not just the stupid people, ie, all the folks who no longer talk to
me, because I refused to get jabbed. Also, a lot of the working poor.

SonOfSammm
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There are ways, in a smaller company, to 'get around', as in, 'guilt
shame' management (esp. HR) or show to be a threat to their
financial security LIKE offering a counter-agreement for them to
sign wherein THEY assume liability for side effects of the clot
shot .. this has worked in some cases BUT one has had to be
SMART to pull it off. Working for a BIG company - this may not
work ... YMMV .. but still - the OBJECTIVE is to survive, using
that 'organ' that sits ABOVE your shoulders ... therefore, an IQ
test ... QED ?

Ident 7700 economy
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The people demanding that others get these dangerous vaccines
are fascists.  They dont care about the stupid or the poor.
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It is not an IQ test.  It is a Discernment test.  There are millions of
brilliant people who have gotten the jabs to keep their jobs and to
travel or because they trusted the system.  South Africa specifically
and the continent of Africa has the lowest jab rate in the world and
NOT COINCIDENTIALLY the lowest C infection rate.  

Does anyone know if you fly private out of the US does this bypass the
USA law that you have to be jabbed to RETURN to the US?  Or is the
"law" simply ignored for those with private planes?  

MoralsAreEssential
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You aren't brillant if you got the covid shot. You arent brillant if you
trust the system.  There was plenty of information available for
people to make the proper decision despite what our governments,
corporations, and media told us.

Foxy28
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One only needed to create a fake covid "vaccine" card. Problem
solved.  Keep your job. Keep your own mRNA.
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The last 2 years have been like living in a Joe Izuzu car commercial.

Foxy28
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Dr. Peter McCullough is a hero, and his podcast is excellent.

As for Fauci..

"Fauci doesn't know anything...nothing. And I'd say that to his face."

- Kary Mullis, inventor of the PCR test.

Henry Every
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I want a reporting site listing people who “died suddenly”. People who were
relatively young & perfectly healthy & just passed out & died.

The giveaway that something is seriously wrong is how many are reported to
have died suddenly in their sleep. Never in the history of mankind have I
read of so many perfectly healthy & young people dying in their sleep. And
many were professional athletes. Over a hundred worldwide. No f’ing way!!  

GregT
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You have to go to Substack for that. This guy is keeping that record. 

In memory of those who "died suddenly" in the United States, July 5-
July 11

Godfather star James Caan and "Sopranos" stalwart Tony Sirico; five
policemen (and a firefighter); three student athletes (and two coaches);
a "January 6" defendant (and two enlisted men), and more

https://markcrispinmiller.substack.com/p/in-memory-of-those-who-
died-suddenly-43e?

AimeeZH
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"Totally safe!"
"I recommend it!" 
"Get your shot!" 
"One of the greatest achievements of mankind!" 
"Saved millions of lives!" 

"WARP SPEED!" 

XxGenMartinYanCANCOOKxX
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Trump is an ignoramus when it comes to immunology, virology and
vaccinology.

Lambros776
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No excuse. Like saying "I don't know what a woman is because I
am not a biologist."
An internationally renowned billionaire should be at least passing
familiar with "liability" .

It was and still is A HIGH RISK EXPERIMENTAL TREATMENT.

Trump never ever said this.  I don't believe that he "didn't know" or
they "lied to him".  There is more to this. 

XxGenMartinYanCANCOOKxX
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pence was in on it and is covid-guilty, trump knew but was not a
party to it.

it seems that trump tried to whistle-blow, and he was not a party
to the crime.

"Who controls the narrative?
The truth would put 99% of people in the hospital."

https://archive.4plebs.org/pol/thread/149120562/#149122955

when it was activated in 2019, he was apparently not informed
that "it was an exercise" until after it was announced by Fauci, et
alia.

keeper20
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and who appointed Pence to the Coronavirus Task Force?

You can delegate authority but can't delegate responsibility.

 

*edit - oh ffs..."Q" ? Really?  Are you guys still LARPing that
crap? 

Operation Trust 2 - American Psyop is in full swing.

XxGenMartinYanCANCOOKxX
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Lies.  All Lies.

el_diablo
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Just the tip of the iceberg. I know first hand of 5 miscarriages in my
extended family. 4 of thr families already had children without issue. 

Michoneissmart
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There is much more than just the medical evidence against the Covid shots. 
 There is the extremely questionable advocacy of these "vaccines" by the
government and the medical establishment.  The rush to bring them to
market, the efforts to coerce people to take them, the cultivated hostility to
all who have questioned the injections argues that the medical
establishment and the governments themselves have been compromised.

There is sufficient evidence to question the intentions of anyone in the
medical establishment who supports these "vaccines" as safe and
effective.  Dr. Reiner Fuellmich who practices law in Germany and in
California, and has called the "vaccines" bioweapons inflicted on the public
with false Covid-19 information and that they are crimes against humanity
perpetrated by governments. 

Dr. Fuellmich has made efforts to pursue the matter through the courts in
several countries in the hopes that an international tribunal may be
called.  He has made clear, however, that the judicial system in many
countries is owned and controlled by the supporters of these "vaccines" 
and justice will not be easily procured.  Dr. Fuellmich has expressed the
opinion it may require a whole new judicial system across many countries to
get an honest review.  The courts are in the pocket of the promotors of
Covid "vaccines".

One cannot assume that the medical personnel supporting the "vaccines"
are dealing in good faith.  The evidence appears to show they are not.  The
evidence in VAERS is unprecedented in its condemnation of Covid
"vaccines" against any other vaccine.  There is fire here.  The "vaccine"
distribution should have been halted long ago pending review.  That would
be true if the medical establishment were promoting honest medical
practice.  The evidence argues they are not.

Dr. Reiner Fuellmich has stated that it will take a political uprising to force
the removal of the stonewalling officialdom, legal and medical.  This
unprecedented conclusion to investigations carried on by the lawyers of Dr.
Fuellmich's organization argues there are strong reasons to be very careful
of established medical opinion.

There is far more to look at than the medical picture.  There are serious
political, legal and media issues here as well which shape a concerted
propaganda effort to force "vaccine" uptake with out question.  Even
without the medical information there are reasons to be very skeptical of the
label 'safe and effective'.

 

Wantoknow
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And these are the conclusions that Fuellmich was led to following 100s
of hours of expert testimony and eyewitness reports. He didn't just pull
his opinions out of his ass.

At the time he was forced by the evidence to conclude that this was all
deliberate, he even struggled to come to terms with this conclusion
himself.

Fuellmich previous won a case against Volkswagen, being able to
prove in court that they were lying about emissions testing. He's no
lightweight amateur.

Henry Every
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The average doctor has devoted 6 or 7 years to get their medical
license and then several weeks of every year to keep "up to date".

ie, they are heavily invested - both psychologically and financially - in
believing in the system. Let's not forget that once they've left
university, the vast majority of doctors no longer study science but
protocols. They're not researchers; they're basically highly-trained
technicians just prescribing drugs or recommending tests according to
diagnostic procedures handed down to them.

They are trained to believe that when decision-making authorities
within the system recommend something, it's because that
"something" is the best nett solution available.

bigjim

One cannot assume that the medical personnel supporting the
"vaccines" are dealing in good faith
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Non-COVID - deaths across all age groups in the USA are up 16% YOY (3
standard deviation from the average). 

Set The Edge
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Same in the UK and EU. Helluva coincidence isn’t it. I want to see
these bastards hang for what they have done.

CapeWrath
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Same

starting with the Pfizer board. All of them.

ChildWifeAisha
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re: " Non-COVID - deaths across all age groups ..."

 

DOES that include deaths from the clot shot itself then, or no?

Ident 7700 economy
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VAERS is greatly under reported 

Hospitals prevented most incidents from being reported. Takes 20 to 30
minutes to file a single report. Hospitals and doctors wouldn't pay for this
massive amount if time.

 

Deaths probably closer to 250,000

Wouldn't be surprised if it was higher

GoldenDebt
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It's difficult not to conclude that the reporting system is designed to
limit the number of reports, and that at best, only the most obvious and
extreme cases will be reported.

Convince me otherwise.

zamizdat
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Consider also that most of the doctors reporting are guilty (and
potentially legally liable) for telling the deceased to get vaxxed.

Since there is no penalty for not reporting a vax death, that is going
to put a serious crimp in your motivation to file a report.
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Zerohedge is a blessing through and through. WTH happened to Drudge
Report?

Toycar
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Xi bought it. 

GregT
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Agreed, Drudge is massively WOKE. NOT worth your time. Even
Breibart is mostly liberal. I don’t go to either anymore. 

hotrod
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i would bet most Breitbart readers the last year ir so, are triple
jagged.

SickOfTheLies
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The government loves you and cares about you.

crypto_master
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Whew! Thats a relief 

Pizza the Hutt
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Your avatar makes me hungry.  

Xena fobe
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Loves you to death.

zamizdat
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You had to ruin my sense of ease....

Pizza the Hutt
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We will always have Pizza, Ilsa.

zamizdat
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LOL!

File that under the biggest lie ever told!

CatInTheHat
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these people are such horrible liars and I will never trust the medical
industrial complex again and we will be receiving no further vaccines, no
exceptions.

I will assume they are tainting all other vaccines for adults and children with
this mRNA Covid garbage.

nothing they will say will ever change my mind because of the blatant lies
deception and full-blown blackmail propaganda campaign they pulled on so
many of our loved ones to get these deadly chemicals injected into their
bodies.

from here on out, we’re 2nd amendment loving Amish.  

 

https://uploads.disquscdn.com/images/7e8e9b2818af505be5262882e5eb7
e6de7222c89a97ba2dc2a4879c4473c6d45.jpg
 https://uploads.disquscdn.com/images/93413e72e64d22b02ab0a58b5f68e
ddbab481c73236030b08c4b8a5ff4504ecd.jpg
 https://uploads.disquscdn.com/images/58641077dbaf852307f494656813c
74ebb636be6e3c235024dd04173d81d8a56.jpg 
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You are NOT alone....

Trust in the medical industrial complex has taken a major hit since the
Rona  

No doc or med institution can be trusted now. It's all about the money. 
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Thye've started that now yes, with the other 'vaccines'.  I had to get a
Rabies series and boyo I was upset in 2020.  Figured they had not yet
had time to get to that one and mess it up.  But from now on out, NO
MORE jabs for me.  EVER.  I never took the flu jabs so, at least I have
that going for me..

el_diablo
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1.3 million adverse events and 29000 deaths is just 'noise' 

Makes you feel sick in your soul to know that this is wilful blindness to what
is happening

Gilster

“anything that gets reported goes directly into the [VAERS] system
… so mostly what you get is noise.”
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Everybody has adverse effects. Some more some less, but everybody.

domoga
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Consider what actually gets posted to VAERS is 90% UNDERreported.

Pair Of Dimes Shift
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More like 99% under reported

JQP123
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But - but - but - even NOISE has statistics!!!  Is it evenly spread 'white'
or broadband noise, or is it a 'pink' noise weighted to low frequencies
in the 'stats'?

AND THEN one can integrate that noise, once can do comparisons
with correlative functions and any signals encoded in said noise will be
apparent ... EE here who has done these things ... 
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Doctors have been encouraged NOT to report AEs. It is frowned upon,
to say the least. 

AimeeZH
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Order out of chaos is their motto. And they can't Build Back Better (better
for them, of course) unless they destroy all the existing institutions first.

The truth about these shots coming to light would destroy any remaining
trust in the governments worldwide, the medical industry, the mainstream
media "news", the institutional churches (many never warned people about
these shots and some even had Covid "vaccine" drives right in their church),
etc.

And the lawsuits would destroy the corporations and businesses who
required their employees to get these shots. It would be chaos on a massive
scale.

GoodyGumdrops
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Our Baptist pastor had a huge billboard in town suggesting the vaccine
is from God to help us.  Insanity. 

hotrod
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Wow...He's definitely a false shepherd.
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And, of course, the virus is from the Devil.

I think we all know who the devil really is.

zamizdat
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Canadian churches were offered up to $100k to push the clotshot
during sermons.

Savvy
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I know a couple who are pastors at a local church. She said they
got PPP money and she was happy they were deemed
"essential" during the lockdowns. Many in their church are older
people, and a lot of them didn't come in person anymore to
church services due to Covid. They started live streaming on
Sunday so they could watch from home.

After the Covid shots started rolling out, I overheard her say that
she hoped her congregation would start coming back to church,
now that they'd gotten their doses of the vaxx. She was really big
on the masks and the social distancing as well. I wonder if their
acceptance of the PPP money required them to support the
Covid narrative.

GoodyGumdrops
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churches are mostly corporate registered charities. they have
been castrated

helena_maslach
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Bingo.. its the deliberate destruction of corporations and businesses
which didn't have government legislation in place to protect
them before they forced the bioweapon injections onto their workforce.

Twosheds
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Good point it might be on purpose because people would attack.
Yes, we’d have to BUILD BACK after that!

hotrod
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Let's make this reasonably simple.

1. The precautionary principle. Do no fuckin' harm. Until you know and can
prove that the intervention is safer than the thing it's supposed to defend
against or fix, you can't use it. We apply this to virtually everything else in a
hyper regulatory environment. Christ, you can't even recommend water
filters for certain parasites even though you know they'll work (based on the
size of what you're trying to filter out) until you prove that it works for that
specific thing. 

2. As Rose points out, and related to 1, the assumption has always been
that a medical product is not safe until it's proven that it is safe. Turning this
on it's head violates long standing norms, the law, a slew of regulations,
logic and the above mentioned precautionary principle. My wife and I both
work tangentially in this field. The idea that anything we've worked on would
be allowed to be put into or onto people at such a pace, or even a pace 5x
slower is laughable. 

3. As people well versed with this regulatory apparatus have stated publicly:
If VAERS and the other systems are throwing "political" warnings then
why are we using such crap systems in the first place? Either the system
sucks and is easily gamable, they knew that but used it anyway, or the
system doesn't suck in the way that they're claiming and they're lying as a
CYA. 

The only real explanation where you can claim that the system sucks is that
it's now catching more cases that are real because of increased public
awareness which necessarily means that it wasn't functioning that well
before and therefore your previous safety data was trash in the other
direction, producing a lack of signal that indicated a safer product than was
actually being used. There is simply no believable argument that VAERS was
fantastic and suddenly became trash because of "right-wing trolling".
People don't spend multiple days and contact their physicians to obtain
record numbers so they can troll. 

4. The article states "Quietly, large numbers of peer-
reviewed studies have been accumulating in legitimate journals...". This is
absolutely and undeniably correct if you've been paying attention and know
many of the niche journals. I've posted several of them here on ZH.
Publications like Cell, Nature, The Lancet, NEJM, and others have censored
heavily, but well regarded "niche" publications in molecular biology and
other smaller disciplines like toxicology or various facets of immunology
have been going gangbusters with legit, peer reviewed work that rarely is
seen outside small research and academic circles. 

Such papers are quietly discussed in molecular and cellular bio departments
regularly. Mechanisms are kicked around in regards to how you'd start to
think about how to fix such a problem (if you can). Research is being
designed in some cases too. This is hampered greatly by the way
certain samples are classified and controlled. Wanna study spike and what it
does? Well, that's part of CoV-2, so if you ain't got pull, do you have a BSL-
3? No? Then bugger off. And how many quality EM or NMR instruments are
there in BSL-3 labs that aren't already under constant contract for years to
come? Not many. 

That's further complicated by the rules for BSL-3. You can't just set one up
and go ahead. Everyone has to be vaccinated for what you work with at that
level, which means CoV-2 jabs if you wanna touch CoV-2 or parts of it.
When the researchers think there's a major safety issue with the jab you
think they're gonna get that jab so they can maybe get a shot at studying
what those safety issues are? LOL!

None of this sees the light of day for normies. It's behind the scenes
because tt would get the people discussing it fired by "woke" administrators
in many cases and 99.99% of people wouldn't understand it anyway. Unless
someone has passed biochem and molecular bio in the past few years this
is going to be like speaking ancient Egyptian to them. And in most cases it
needs serious backing within a department, which means someone with a
good record of big grants willing to stick their neck out with the
administration and basically tell them (from the Admin's POV) "Well, there
are some legit concerns and so we want to look at how we could help you".

All woketard Admins hear is "Well, the Trumpers are right and everything you
believe is wrong so give us money" which, as you might imagine, doesn't
play well with the woketards.   
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Interesting, good post
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There’s a reason why mRNA was banned internationally for use on human
beings prior to the Plandemic. mRNA was discovered in the early 1960s but
it took until 1990 before scientists were able to deliver mRNA into animal
cells. In all animal trials from 1990 onwards the subjects either died quickly
or over time (despite improved delivery systems). 
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Sometimes I read random obituaries just because (yeah I'm fun at parties).
I'm still blown away at how many deaths are "sudden and unknown reason".
I read a couple that died at the same time for unknown reasons. I saw a
daughter that died 2 weeks after her mom died. Sudden and unknown
reasons.  Just keep reading and they pop up everywhere. And it seems
nobody wants to question the vaccine at all. Or maybe they do but the
obituaries don't dare mention it. Some of these people must be questioning
what is going on when loved ones die in short period of sudden and
unknown reasons. I'm seeing a ton of older actors from the old days have all
died suddenly in the last couple years. Every time I look up an older movie
to see who is in it, I keep running into an incredible amount of them have
died very recently. In large clumps. And lots not even all that old either, I still
say Bob Saget died from the vaxx, I bet Betty White also, although very old,
I think it may have taken off the last few years of her life. Plenty in their 50's
are dying off suddenly even. Somebody out there needs to be doing a
serious in depth investigation with stats and figures. Because there is
certainly a huge die off happening. Lots of younger ones in their early stage
of their lives (sudden and unknown), when you have multiple people from
families dying off at the same time this isn't a random event. 

Sure months later the doctor will try to make something fit and blame it on
something else, but half the time it sounds far fetched at best. 

90110101
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Yep I follow obits from many different funeral homes and many unusual
unexpected deaths occurring. 
Interviewing places state to state would be interesting. 
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Same here in the UK. Way more sudden deaths of particularly young to
middle aged adults. Schwab and Gates must be jerking off big time to
the success of their euthanasia project.
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G. Vanden Bossche, is a preeminent scientist on infectious disease.
He says we're about to see an explosion of pandemics that will affect
primarily the vaccinated. Highly vaccinated countries have only a few
months left before people die in vast numbers.

July 11th, 2022
https://uploads-
ssl.webflow.com/616004c52e87ed08692f5692/62ce81c045e2dbf45ff961d5
_pandemics%2Bfinal%2BF.pdf

"I predict that it’s only a matter of an additional few months before the virus
overcomes this final hurdle, at which point highly vaccinated populations will
be devastated by massive rates of C-19 morbidity and C-19 mortality ...
we're going to face a massive loss of human life.
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Here is 2 hours of him on a podcast. Easy to listen to while driving.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BNyAovuUxro
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Thanks i love to listen to geert

ChildWifeAisha
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Sorry, Geert's been saying a mass die-off is "imminent" ever
since the vaxxines were rolled out. And Yearden.

I like them, but they do remind me of those goldbugs who've
been saying the monetary system is going to collapse "any day
now!"... for decades.

bigjim
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Whenever the government is pushing so hard for you to go in one direction,
you can be sure the best course of action is to go in the other direction.  I’ve
never had one of these shots and never will.  They are now changing the flu
shots to mRNA based.  Another reason for me not to get one, besides the
fact that they usually never worked anyway. 

rjd0308
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Havent had a shot since rabies shots back in the 70s..........never been
to a doctor since and wont.  I will die when the good lord calls me

takewhatyoucan64
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And yet still the purple haired Karen's aren't letting their kids drink or eat
anything that isn't stamped organic or gluten free...but a 'vaccine' that was
rushed out is ok, or a vaginaplasty or mastectomy is ok.

The government is full of these Karen's and cuckhold Ken's. Well meaning
for the most part but unable to comprehend the logical fallacy demonstrated
in their lives and actions.

These creatures are in charge now. Normies saw and see this. Normies are
voting with their feet leaving schools, blue cities and not joining the military.

This whole covid debacle was a societal watershed event.  The effects will
be felt for generations. 

 

Sunny Today
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Fauci isn’t  a woman, trump isnt a woman, biden isnt a woman, pfizer
boss albert bourla isnt a woman nor is James C Smith (reuters) or
Scott Gottleib (ex-FDa) who sit on pfizers board

they gave us all the poison needle

so stop hating on women for it, douche
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He’s right. Many women can’t think straight because their emotions
(fears) take over their logic center. Some are waking up now,
because they are going after the children now. 
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re: " the purple haired Karen's aren't letting their kids drink or eat
anything that isn't stamped organic or gluten free. "

YET they are in a rush to become themselves a veritable GMO potato.

Ident 7700 economy
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The medical industry will never be trusted again. Trust in your own immune
system that has been tuned through billions of years rather than some
experimental monkey snake oil mix. Remember those safe and effective
remedies of the past witch doctors such as bleeding, using leeches and
lobotomy? 

hisnamewas
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Most of those doctors had good intentions.  I'm not so sure about
now. 

Zorch
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This fall you will see just how ineffective these shots are, and hopefully soon
people will understand just how corrupt our drug approval system is. 

Proof is piling up that these were neither safe nor effective. And your
governments mandated them.

 

pods
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Sort of mandated them. I am still jab free. I volunteer to be part of the
unjabbed control group.
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Don't raise your hand.

They are not done with you.

MrMoMoChaser
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.  

4Celts
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How could they? Their eyes are shut.

Dionysius Crucified

the majority of the public didn’t blink
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Wide shut 

Pizza the Hutt
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The jabbed live every day feeling like there’s a giant piano held by a sting
hanging over their heads. Every hour of every day where ever they go. 
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the sword of damacles

Pizza the Hutt
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Everyone’s like that.

 

Beware of falling anvils. 

MY_LURKER
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I’m 61 & never once felt sudden death is hanging over my head. 
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Cuz you killed your TV.
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Cuz you killed your TV.
Good for you, sir.
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ABSOLUTELY criminal what has been conducted world-wide and STILL
continues.

Hotair
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It’s easy to convince the dummies to take a shot.  

free-energy
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check this out

While you were distracted by Boris resigning & a “Doomsday” Heatwave,
the UK Gov. quietly published data confirming the Triple Vaccinated account
for 91% of COVID Deaths since the beginning of 2022 – The Expose
(expose-news.com)

"..the UK Government quietly published a report on Covid-19 deaths.

That report reveals that since the beginning of 2022, the vaccinated
population have accounted for over 9 in every 10 Covid-19 deaths in
England, and 91% of those deaths have been among the
triple/quadruple vaccinated."

not only have the injections killed around 20 million globally and generated
injuries of 1.75 billion (multiple per person injected) = "VACCINE" FAIL,
europeans and americans are waking up to this fact. (see posts below for
calc details).

for europe, from here: COVID-19 Vaccine Tracker | European Centre for
Disease Prevention and Control (europa.eu)

350 million doses out of 1,260 million doses shipped ARE UNUSED AND
APPROACHING THEIR USE BY DATES. how many more of these useless
and toxic injections targeting the original and defunct viral strain are on
order?

for the US, slightly stale data to mid-may 2022 from here: US Coronavirus
vaccine tracker | USAFacts

for the US, 177 million doses out of 774 million shipped ARE UNUSED AND
APPROACHING THEIR USE BY DATES - same questions, how many more
are on order? 597 million administered - Coronavirus (COVID-19)
Vaccinations - Our World in Data shows 599 million doses to 11 july 2022 -
so just 2 million doses administered in the US in the last 2 months - not
much change.

the EU and US overestimated their ability to COMPEL injections

527 million unused doses in total for the EU+US compared to 2 billion
shipped. at 30 bucks a pop, that's around 15 billion worth of toxic waste to
dispose of.

hooligan2009
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As a child, I was hit with numerous bouts of  illness, several of them severe
enough to require hospitalization. So, my immune system went into over
drive, and kept my skinnyAsss alive

I got bigger and stronger. My immune system stayed at Def Con 5. I ended
up with a scorching case of RA. I was prescribed medication for it, and
every single one had a stack of literature describing the possible side
effects. All kinds of nasty possible outcomes, including cancer. 

Which is why, when I kept hearing the drumbeat of "safe, effective and free",
my Bullshiit Alarm went off, and I refused to get the clot shot. Really? A
vaccine developed at "Warp Speed"? NO POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS?

BULLSHIIT !!!!

SonOfSammm
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Heh. "To serve Man" - Heh. Twilight Zone beat ALL of us to the punch
line ...

Ident 7700 economy
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Almost like Rod Serling just KNEW

SonOfSammm
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We TOLD you jabbed viggers!

Pair Of Dimes Shift
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has anyone asked the quacks at the CDC/FDA how many of which death or
injury they have investigated to prove that the injections of toxins had
nothing to do with outcomes? "..CDC has not been analyzing the VAERS
data on COVID-19 shots using its own stated methods." means that claims
such as this "Susan Ellenberg, PhD, the former Director of the Office of
Biostatistics and Epidemiology at the FDA’s Center for Biologics, told RCI
that “anything that gets reported goes directly into the [VAERS] system …
so mostly what you get is noise.” HAVE ZERO EVIDENTIARY BASIS.

take the effective component of the "safe and effective" claim:

In the first year without injections, global cases and deaths were 70m
“cases” and 1.7 million deaths with CoVID19 present. 18 months and 12
billion doses since that first injection in mid-December 2020, there are now
567 million cases and 6.4 million deaths.

What is the claim for cases and deaths had zero doses been administered?
Because with 12 billion doses, cases are up EIGHT TIMES and deaths are
up almost FOUR TIMES since the injections started.

For the US, cases and deaths before injections in mid-December 2020
were 17 million cases and 300,000 deaths. since the first injection there
have been 600 million administered doses - cases have risen FIVE TIMES to
91 million and deaths have TRIIPLED to 1,050,000

on what planet can this be considered "effective".

now safety,

Another week, another 187 deaths and 12,623 adverse events reported in to
VAERS, of which, 57 deaths and 3,276 adverse events were in the US.

That brings the cumulative reported injuries to 1,341,608 and 29,460 deaths
with the US Only component 13,604 deaths qand 842,576 injuries.

VAERS Summary for COVID-19 Vaccines through 7/8/2022 – VAERS
Analysis

Adverse events are estimated to be one in 40 of actual adverse events. This
one in 40 Under Reporting Factor (URF) compares to an estimated LESS
THAN one in 100 adverse events reported, calculated in the Lazarus report,
a decade or so ago.

The EU+US doses administered are one eighth of 12 billion doses
administered globally. As a back of the envelope. multiply the adverse
events reported for the US only component of VAERS + EUDRA by 320 to
get global deaths and injuries (multiple injuries per person).  (One in 40
reporting rate and one eighth EU+US share of global doses administered.

US only deaths and injuries 13,604 and 842,576, EUDRA deaths and injuries
= 46,160 and 4,623,724

Total EU+US = 19.1 MILLION KILLED BY LETHAL INJECTION AND 1.75
BILLION INJURIES (multiple per person) IN EIGHTEEN MONTHS OF
INJECTIONS.

This compares to 6.4 million dead globally with COVID-19 present and 567
million “cases” IN 30 MONTHS OF THE “PANDEMIC”.

Coronavirus Graphs: Worldwide Cases and Deaths - Worldometer
(worldometers.info)

For the US, multiplying the US only deaths and injuries by the URF of 40
yields 544,160 deaths by lethal injection and 33.7 million injuries.

Keep in mind that just 6% of reported CoVID-19 deaths had ONLY CoVID-
19 as a sole contributing factor – meaning that just 60,000 deaths were
solely caused by the disease in two and a half years. Note also that there
were ZERO “old flu” cases and deaths over the last two and a half years.

United States COVID - Coronavirus Statistics - Worldometer
(worldometers.info)

the reason that health regulators that the CDC/FDA/NIH/NAIAD/WHO "poo
poo" the very reporting systems that were set up to signal issues is that THE
DEATHS AND INJURIES FROM THE EXPERIMENTAL "GENE THERAPY" - it
is NOT a vaccine - INDICATE THEIR COMPLICTY IN GENOCIDE IN
BREACH OF ALL MEDICAL ETHICS AND CONVENTIONS AROUND THE
INFORMED CONSENT OF PROBABLY DEATHS AND HARMS.

note there is no reference to the clinical trials that indicated 24% of
everyone injected with the toxins suffered an adverse event, compared to
8% in the placebo group. both groups had around 21,900 participants.
neither is there any reference to the 20 deaths in the injected group v just 14
in the placebo group. see pages 11 and 12

The COVID-19 Inoculations - More Harm Than Good FINAL Video & Print -
MoreHarm.pdf | DocDroid

this PROVES foreknowledge of harms that have simply been CONFIRMED
by VAERS and EUDRA.

does the CDC/FDA also claim that the European adverse event reporting
system is just "noise"?

see first image here below the headline - ignore the headline, the web site
does not extract US Only deaths and injuries, but includes global events
and deaths in its calcualtions.

75,322 Dead 5,938,318 Injured Recorded in Europe and USA Following
COVID Vaccines – Babies and Toddlers Hallucinating and Having Seizures
After Shots - Vaccine Impact

LISTENING TO THOSE THAT DEBUNK VAERS AND EUDRA IS AKIN TO
HEARING THE DENIAL OF A MURDER USING AN EASILY PROVEABLE
FALSE ALIBI.

the regulators are butchers, scrambling to hide their ignorance and
complicity in genocide,

hooligan2009
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keep in mind these a$$holes say that any event, including death, that
occurs within 14 days of an injection are NOT related to the injection.

skip to the bottom chart here: COVID Vaccine Data - OpenVAERS

90% of events and deaths occur WITHIN 14 days of an injection

these same a$$holes said that any event within 28 days of a positive
covid19 test was a covid case or death - even if it was from gunshots,
drownings or motorbike accidents.
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lazarus report here

https://decodingthedeception.com/wp-
content/uploads/2021/08/r18hs017045-lazarus-final-report-
2011.pdf

"..Adverse events from drugs and vaccines are common, but
underreported. Although 25% of ambulatory patients experience an
adverse drug event, less than 0.3% of all adverse drug events and
1-13% of serious events are reported to the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA). Likewise, fewer than 1% of vaccine adverse
events are reported.

hooligan2009
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Global vaccinated total currently stands at 5,279,179,077 

24% of that figure gives 1,267,002,978 suffering an adverse event

That represents some 16% of the global human population
(7,794,798,739 to date) 

Gilster

24% of everyone injected with the toxins suffered an adverse
event
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don't forget there are multiple injuries/events per person

we have no visibility on the incidence of death per dose1, dose 2,
dose 3 or booster.

we are getting data like this from the UK

While you were distracted by Boris resigning & a “Doomsday”
Heatwave, the UK Gov. quietly published data confirming the Triple
Vaccinated account for 91% of COVID Deaths since the beginning
of 2022 – The Expose (expose-news.com)
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If they die within 2 weeks of the vax they are classified s unvaxed and if they
die more than 2 weeks after the vax the death is not connected to the vax.  

argoz
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says WHO?

Perfidious Albion
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The CDC.

Xena fobe
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Catch-22

Bogerman
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An Abbot and Costello skit could be done using CDC logic.

argoz
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this is true, it came out some months back

liberty2day
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I went through the whole Lyme thing some years ago and it was instructive-
none of the "establishment" doctors at the vaunted institutions in NYC
would acknowledge that Lymes can linger, go deep and really mess you up.
Western Blot test, used for Lymes, is basically useless. I learned that
doctors were threatened with licensure issues over long term antibiotic use.
I finally found a witch doctor who helped me get over it through a
combination of western and "integrative" medicine. Taught me something.
And I thought Plum Island was just a prop in a cannibal movie. Through
Operation Paperclip, they got a Nazi who knew all about tick borne illnesses
to kill livestock (food). That dude was at Plum in the post-war years. Stuff
happened, animals in Lon-Guy-Land and Conn. died. It eventually got to
humans. 

On Covid, they are all totally unworthy of our trust. They have violated basic
oaths as medical doctors, who are subject to a higher standard than
scumbag politicians. The "synergy" between big pharma and the
government institutions charged with regulating them is frightening-- and
should tell us something we need to know about other federal agencies. 
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And here's a little preview of what we are store for, thanks to "them",
NoSweat,

https://zamizdat.info/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/A-Day-at-the-
Zoo.pdf

zamizdat
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Thank you, Z. Sadly, I'm a carnivore. I'll bet sales of hazmat suits
and breathing apparatus go up, though. 
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Carnivores like us aren't the ones to blame. It's perfectly natural
to eat meat. (Granted, in much smaller quantities than we are
encouraged to, and in much healthier form.)

The criminals are Big Agro. Same as Big Pharma with the vax.

They'll try to put the blame on the doctors, regulators, anybody
but themselves.

Not that others aren't guilty, mind you. But relatively speaking,
they are minnows compared to the sharks of this story. Which
makes all of us something akin to plankton.

zamizdat
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Here's another one I wrote awhile back on the meat industry.

I suppose you could call them Big Meat. :-)

https://zamizdat.info/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/The-Offal-
Truth.pdf
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Batista. Any relation to that music dynasty in NOLA?

We get these aged hybrid ribeyes- waygu and angus- very
nice steaks. I don't cook any more when there are others
better equiped to do so. 

NoSweat
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Great story, kudos to you

yes, the cruelty of abattoirs is not necessary they can be
made kinder

the stun bolt is a kind way to die, they don’t feel anything

it is the religious halal certified slaughter that is cruel - they
insist the throat be slit as the animal is dedicated to allan,
and bleeds to death slowly (5 minutes fir a bellowing
distressed cow that silently screams after its windpipe is
cut)

no dying by stun bolt

ChildWifeAisha
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Turns out being kinder in animal farming makes great survival sense
as well as being completely necessary ethically

ChildWifeAisha
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If anyone out there is still inclined to trust the self-ordained experts "until
proven otherwise" please read this essay I just posted on what is very likely
one of the worst, barely known crimes in history, and certainly comparable
to the Covid fraud.

Kept very brief (because you are a very busy person), and well worth 3
minutes of your time. TIA.

https://zamizdat.info/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/Criminal-Element.pdf

zamizdat
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For anyone interested, the rest of the (so far) 28-part series can be
found here.

I hope it causes more laughter than tears. We are surely living in Clown
World, but that's no reason they should all be the Scary Clown variety.

https://zamizdat.info/category/earth-incorporated/
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Excellent item well done. 
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The #1 female golfer in the world, Nelly Korda, was medically disabled from
the LPGA tour for a big chunk of this season due to a blood clot in her left
arm that had to be treated surgically, and I don't think it was arthroscopic. 
I've had stents inserted via my wrist, and its done now on an outpatient
basis, and you go home with just a caution about not using the wrist too
vigourously for a few days.  It seems they had to cut Nelly's arm open in
order to address the issue, and recuperation from the surgery took several
months.  The MSM never batted an eye about what happened to this great
athlete, or even asked her when she got the jab.  Anybody have a possible
explanation for her developing a clot so large it had to be removed via a
scalpel?

Kickaha
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Embalmers report unusual clotting, including long, tough, fibrous,
white strands, in the bodies of the vaccinated decedents they prepare
for burial. Some of these clots are almost three (3) feet long
(saphenous vein) and have to be physically extracted. De-clotting
agents do not work.
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yup yup heard about this as well 

dosvydanya_freedomz
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Maybe her golf swing was off?

Seriously, that's what they'll try to claim.

The tragedy is that many people will buy it. The consolation is that they
will still be a hell of lot a fewer than would have just a few short years
ago.
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No one so blind as he who just won't see.

The Judge
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"It's not rape if she liked it."

"It's not a war crime if they don't know it's a war and if they agree to
volunteer their body after we repeatedly lie to them and reveal ourselves to
be monsters."

Dr. Gonzo
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I don’t know what is more frightening…people still believing the clot shot
works or the fact it is very clear the obvious truth that the medical
community make used car salesmen blush…

Dr.MoJo
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It certainly puts a black eye on the medical profession.

jim942
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That's because you are unfamiliar with their track record.

MrMoMoChaser
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Touche. 

MisterMousePotato
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it's "twoshay" fyi

SickOfTheLies
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Medicine and medical system is a business before anything else, its all
about the cash.

BlueLightning
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With so many doctors and nurses carrying school debt, you know
it's about the $$$$.

MrMoMoChaser
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It shows that the majority of the medical industry is government
controlled. This is what science + government looks like. Utter disaster
for mankind. 

GregT
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If people want to poison themselves with experimental vaccines..... WHY
SHOULD THE REST OF US CARE!

It's a free country.

PCShibai
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Maybe because their blind consent is killing all of us?

https://zamizdat.info/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/World-Closed.pdf
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OH...... I didn't realize that EVERYONE was required to do whatever
YOU say. 

My apologies for having my own thoughts. 

PCShibai
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If enough people had agreed, the pressure on the remainder, you
and me, would have been that much greater.

MrMoMoChaser
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That sounds like someone saying "What should I care if
somebody wants to start a war in the country I happen to live in?

It doesn't concern me."

zamizdat
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Because they locked me in my house on multiple occasions (14 day
quarantine), wouldn't let me set foot in some public businesses, and
treated my kids like sh*t.  Now everyone wants to act like it's no biggie,
everyone's free choice.  I will not forget. 

AlohaZ
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I dont care if informed voluntary consent is given. 

But, since information is lacking on safety and efficacy it is fraud.
Nevermind mandates due to CDC "recommendations".
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One reason is that the human genome is being changed by the nRNA
shots so that babies will be born with non-human DNA. If your
unvaccinated child marries an vaccinated spouse. If that couple can
even have children, your grandchildren or great grandchildren may be
sterile or even live miserable lives because they will be programmed to
produce spike proteins.  Check out this:

https://www.bitchute.com/video/f45j2vPw1Zzp/  

Sid Davis
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Because the vaxxed support putting the unvaxxed in FEMA camps. 

Xena fobe
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"THE VACCINE SHEDDING CONSPIRACY THEORY" has entered the
chat

XxGenMartinYanCANCOOKxX
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You can't prove causality if you refuse to look.

And ignoring any adverse reactions or deaths is exactly what the FDA and
CDC are doing.

Wouldn't want to interrupt the gravy train for their BigPharma paymasters.

Globalist Overlord
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I'm a proud conspiracy-realist. Good luck, vaxxed people.

Kanzen Saimin
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I'm a conspiracy therapist. 

crypto_master
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Right, and that data won't get erased just like NIH did with Fauci's wuhan
lab stuff?

BGen. Jack Ripper
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capitalism should mean consumers have a CHOICE what they stick in their
bodies

we're being FORCED to take them

ChildWifeAisha
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Chewing through the book "The Real Anthony Fauchi".

There is such an incestuous relationship between Pharma , Federal Dept
funding by big Pharma and a revolving door of staff between the various
depts and big Pharma that they are essentially one organization... funded
largely by  Pharma.

Has  Pharma captured a nations Heath Care policy?

(I think yes).

45North1
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SO ... the official response or 'take' regarding VAERS reports is: "Where
there is smoke there is __no__ fire." ?

Did I get that about right?

Ident 7700 economy
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The fact that VAERS was created and exists at all as an ‘early warning
system’, should prove that those who originally set it cared about health
outcomes and gave it importance and credence for helping mitigate health
risks.

The fact that the medical industrial complex now claims that it doesn’t
give VAERS much credence anymore whilst trash talking the system down
along with ALL mention of risk, with blinkered focus on the
cult ideology/profit driven delivery side, just clearly displays industrial
level corruption.

curiousweb
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Funny how there's not thousands of protests, public hounding and shaming,
etc of all the sick, evil people behind the jabs.

BLM, Rowe v Wade, etc.Sure... Thousands of people globally for them.

Protest forced culling, illness, and tyranny... Nahhhh

Why is there not a non stop parades of the tens of thousands hurt by the
shot?

What are we waiting for? They are never going to stop unless they are
stopped. 

MoneyMonkey
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Because pfizer pays off both repubs and democrats

that is the sad truth

they are party donors

ChildWifeAisha
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re: " What are we waiting for? "

A go-ahead from the MSM 'press'?  /sarc

 

Ident 7700 economy
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Most “activists” for those causes are paid to protest. They are
“community organized” by professional agitators. 

AimeeZH
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If you were scared and dumb enough to accept the experimental clot shots,
well, truth is, you get what you deserve. Get your estate in order....

boyplunger7777
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VAERS only gets 5 to 10% of actual adverse results. 

Set The Edge
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How would you know?

Dogspurt
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Select 10,000 people who took all three shots and follow them for 3 years
and then do the same for people who did not take any shots. 

The evidence would be overwhelming that the vaccines are deadly.  

Woodenman
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Gulf War Syndrome is an adverse reaction to 100s of thousands of illegal
vaccines, that contained squalene, that were tested on and administered to
enlisted men:

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2001/jul/30/internationalnews

Perfidious Albion

The illness known as Gulf war syndrome looks likely to have been
caused by an illegal vaccine "booster" given by the Ministry of
Defence to protect soldiers against biological weapons, according to
the results of a new series of tests. 

Scientists in the United States found that symptoms of the illness
were the same for service personnel who received the injections
whether or not they served in the Gulf. 

The common factor for the 275,000 British and US veterans who are
ill appears to be a substance called squalene, allegedly used in
injections to add to their potency. Such an action would have been
illegal. Squalene is not licensed for use on either side of the Atlantic
because of potential side effects. 

Pam Asa and her team at the Tulane medical school in Louisiana
tested more than 300 former US military personnel who were given
vaccinations to go to the Gulf: 95% tested positive for squalene
antibodies. 
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The damnable thing about the VAERS numbers is that they are being hugely
underreported by the medical community.  Multiply by 10X apparently.  Then
there are the victims who can't believe they were vax injured and refuse to
report the incident date and the jab date.  Its crazy and anathema to
science!

Ckierst1
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Anywhere from 10 to 100x.

What doctor in his right mind is going to file a vax-related death report
when he could conceivably be held liable at some future time for
recommending the vax to the deceased?

Especially when there is no penalty for not doing so.

zamizdat
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and adding to that, when they were all forced to take the jab
themselves

so that gives the personal choice bias (i did it so it can't be that bad)

and makes them complicit

ChildWifeAisha
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What about the awkward feeling you get when a person tells you about a
friend or family member who is gravely ill or has died from a clot or heart
issue? I want to ask but that just seems rude. It has become the unspoken
but you know they were jabbed.

Lucky Guesst
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I have lost 3 relatives to unexpected and sudden heart issues. All
jabbed. All relatively soon after their second dose. All with no previous
issues.

MilwaukeeMark
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Were they reported to VAERS?

Xena fobe
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None of the family members wants to admit it was the vaccine,
as all of them were vaccinated. Only one has come out to say her
son died from the J&J, and she knows it.

MilwaukeeMark
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My son was vaccine injured in 2001. He was 8 months old and
hospitalized with asthma after being vaccinated. I reported his
injury years later on VAERS when I learned about. Never heard a
word.

Lucky Guesst
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Many friends with autistic children who blame the childhood
vaxxes.

MilwaukeeMark
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I’m sorry you couldn’t save them from themselves. We all have
family that didn’t listen.

Lucky Guesst
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There is no need to jeopardize your friendship or family.

They will either figure it out for themselves, or stay in denial no matter
what you say.

I have a feeling "shooting the messenger" is going to come back in
vogue in a big, big way.
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Similar to when someone tells you their 85 year old uncle with 5
comorbidities or their 400 pound friend died of covid.  

It seems a bit calloused to respond that these people had one foot on
a banana peel already.

Xena fobe
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Exactly, It's not like they don't already know, Xena.

A human being will go to extraordinary lengths to deny their
culpability in their own demise.

Right now, arguably, the entire species is doing so.

zamizdat
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Well, we all know politeness is important in the midst of genocide.. 

🙄

Cult of the Sun

I want to ask but that just seems rude
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True. But they aren't the problem. You could even say that they have
paid bigtime for their consent and inaction.

The perpetrators have paid nothing. In fact, they are being very, very
well paid.

Pfizer’s vaccines remain on track to become the top selling products
in pharmaceutical industry history.

https://zamizdat.info/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/Gain-of-
Function.pdf
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Oh. They are just finding out about women's excessive bleeding and
cramping. That's weird because all the women at work were talking about
how bad it was as soon as it rolled out. You would think that since this was
an emergency experimental thing they might have caught that one a bit
sooner but I guess they were too busy mass advertising on radio, tv,
billboard to try to get this serum that doesn't do what they promised into
every potential war casualty they could find.

Dr. Gonzo
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I watched a movie tonight about a mass die off of almost all women.
I’ve noticed different variations of the story line where women can no
longer conceive or just die off. Seems suspicious. Like they are
preparing us.

Lucky Guesst
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Endometrial cancer is way up. The nanoparticles have a special affinity
for the ovaries.

Lambros776
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Imagine the absolute chaos that would occur worldwide, if the truth about
the irreversible damages and deaths caused by these shots finally airs on
the mainstream media news.

GoodyGumdrops
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Which is why it never will.

You'll hear about who really killed JFK, who planned 9/11, or any
number of other "conspiracy theories" first.

Still waiting....

zamizdat
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I think they always knew the truth about these shots couldn't be
hidden for long. So they decided to control when it'd be revealed. 

They want societal collapse and for people to lose all trust in every
institution, so that they can usher in their reset agenda and "save
the world".

GoodyGumdrops
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The vaxxed are brainwashed.  They would think it's conspiracy
theory.  

Xena fobe
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Not if the MSM and the "experts" were the ones saying it.

GoodyGumdrops
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It doesn’t need MSM coverage to come out. Soaring death rates &
overflowing graveyards will show it all. 
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they will blame it on climate change too 

dosvydanya_freedomz
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Only for those with eyes to see.

zamizdat
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"...the government and much of the media have insisted that the medicines
developed in record time are safe and effective."

 

They are lying.

moneybots
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The CDC has been deleting tens of thousands of VAERS reports every week
for months, they are desperate to preserve the bullshit pro-Clot Shot
narrative so they can keep their Pharmawhore grift payoffs coming.

A. Magnus
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Hospital systems also discourage doctors from reporting. 

AimeeZH
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Hospitals also lie on the Death Cert.   They did that with my Dad
who died from the Jab.

ThanksIwillHaveAnother
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couple of other points. of the 567 million global cases in the last 2.5 years of
the scamdemic, 538 million recovered with ZERO help from injections. that
works out at a recovery rate of 95%. a little over 1% died and a little over
3% are active (almost 50% of active cases are in just 5 countries of US,
France, Germany, Italy and Brazil). the average duration of an infection is 20
days. anyone wonder why recoveries are not included in clinical trial data -
clinical trials that last 180 days?

these "cases" are "diagnosed" using a withdrawn from EUA "Christian
Drosten" RT-PCR test invented two weeks after the first case - no isolate of
the virus was available in the first two weeks of the scamdemic. scientists
have proven that the testing method generates "positive" results even when
no virus exists - it is the testing method that generates the result, not the
virus.

it is even know by the CDC/FDA, that anything over 24 yields 95% FALSE
results and even then cannot distinguish between live and dead viral
particles

aside from the twenty trillion in costs to taxpayers globally from government
interventions around the world AND the indirect costs from knock-on effects
of these malicious failed and unscientific measures - let's ball park the costs
of tests, masks and injections (need to add cleaning fluid/disinfection costs,
painting stupid circles on the ground for the half dozen people attending
resident biden rallies and those completely useless plastic screens in stores
as well).

test kits - excluding china (tests reported to worldometer have not moved
from 160 million for years) there have been 6.35 billion tests on the world ex-
china population of 6.5 billion. each test costs around 25 bucks and another
75 to administer, process, record and analyze. the test kits consist of
plastics that have to be made (using fossil fuel energy) shipped (using fossil
fuels) to people that have to get to testing stations or have to mail results
(using fossil fuels).

6.5 billion times 100 bucks each = 650 billion bucks for test kits. who
supplies the test kits? a huge percentage are from china.

masks - probably around 5 billion people have used 20 masks a month for
the last 30 months. each mask costs around two bucks each on average. 5
billion times 20 times 30 times 2 = 6 trillion bucks. how many trees or plants
have been chopped down to make paper and cloth masks? where have the
used masks gone?

injections - 12.2 billion doses administered (who knows how many shipped
and not used) at 25 bucks a pop plus 75 bucks to inject, process, record,
analyse, transport and store until used (or not) = 100 bucks a pop. 12.2
billion times 100 = 1.22 trillion dollars. the injection kits use metals, plastics
and toxins which are made using foundries operating with fossil fuels, fossil
fuels directly and all the staff, equipment and facilities needed to
manufacture and distribute the toxic injections.

1.22 trillion for injections, 6 trillion for masks and 650 billion for tests - on
top of the insane lockdown policies of 20 trillion and the massive costs from
pollution that the green, chicken little, melon head (green outside, commie
red inside) green eco warriors cannot even begin to get their heads round or
protest about.

now factor in the upcoming increase in health care costs from the injuries
caused by the toxic injections - around ten times current annual health costs
- and the sheer scale of the evil perpetrated on humanity comes into focus.

lastly, the new and improved "trivalent" injections will probably be released
in two months - just in time to CAUSE/FORCE another viral strain - that
strain could be as mild as omicron or as deadly as the original wuhan/delta
strains and five times as infectious as omicron. nobody knows because IT
WILL BE AN EXPERIMENT with no attempt at collecting short or long term
safety data.

hooligan2009
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the world has scarce resources - governments just blew a huge chunk
and now we will have starvation, death and disease.

global bureaucrats, mad scientists and ego-maniacs have no concept
of how to assess the globe

they are not experts, they are buffoons

hooligan2009
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They are criminals.

MoralsAreEssential
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Claims of "safe and effective" relative to C19 mRNA jab depend on
interpretation.  Safe for WHOM?  Effective in producing WHAT EFFECT?

We know CDC and FDA are SJW, woke, Leftist, Malthusians.  This is
indisputable with even casual perusal of their statement regarding the
environment and population.

We know SJW Leftists have a penchant for redefining terms, using them in a
context contrary to the traditional.

These characteristics suggest that CDC and FDA may speak truthfully, but
to a meaning perverse to the one the general public understands.

Safe for WHOM?  The patient?  The CDC/FDA? The *Planet*?

Effective at WHAT?  Preventing COVID? Limiting COVID transmission? 
(Evidence is no...) Lowering birth rates? Changing demographics to a
younger average age?  Lowering overall populations?  

We are talking about a Cadre of bureaucrats who believe that the collective
life and health of the population is THEIR PROPERTY.

 

gcjohns1971
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"is THEIR PROPERTY" to slaughter, experiment upon and deny basic
human rights to

Your post was very well said especially the part about redefining terms.

MoralsAreEssential
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Official health care accounting records from Germany have 2.5 million
patients seeking medical treatments related to the injection. More or less
4% or 4 in 100 have had reactions to the vax. Reactions that were bad
enough to go seek medical assistance. Don't know if those are considered
severe or not.

1 in 25 chance to get really sick. Leave it at that. Higher chances with every
damn booster.

No thanks!

walküre
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I am sorry.  I read this a year and a half ago. Doesn't seem like there is
anything new.  Vaccine still mandated by many employers and states. 

Set The Edge
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Of course there's something new. A year and a half ago, people had to
take the "safe and effective" claim at face value. Today, we know that
neither are true. Worse still, they fully admit their vaccines do not
prevent transmission or infection, and yet, they still insist everyone
gets jabbed.

You have to be brain dead to not see the disconnect in that!

Bollockinell
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Not that it was a hard choice, but I sure am glad I didn't get the clot shot. 

The Redneck Racist
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Default choice for me is to not take any shots not necessary to stay
alive ... so for a snake bite, of course I'd take the anti-venom. No
brainer there!

BUT since I had Covid-19 Aug-Sep of 2020, I've got that 'thing' called
classically natural immunity.

The biggest issue I've had in the past has been sore throats that
migrated into the lungs and nasal cavities ... and Cayenne Pepper has
solved that chronic sore throat issue since the mid 1990's !!!

Ident 7700 economy
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GAIDS…government administered immuno-deficiency syndrome.

nonutn
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I wrote in my book “My Medical-Legal Back Pages” that State Medical
Boards, State Bar Associations, State Judicial Review Committees, and
various  consumer protection agencies like BBB, FDA, EPA etc are simply
 more public deception: to make you think you have recourse against
unscrupulous and incompetent doctors, lawyers, judges, big pharma,
corrupt businesses, etc. You don’t. They are simply fronts.  They form
collectives whose primary concerns are serving their interests, not yours,
just as politicians are never concerned about serving your interests, only
milking the system through re election for their own personal gain. 

Hubbs
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They are useful tools for persecution of political enemies and imposing
unconstitutional mandates.  

Xena fobe
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Thank you for your service.

zamizdat
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I literally watched Bill Gates give a Ted Talk explain to the audience that
once they can get vaccines to the 3rd World it will take care of
overpopulation. They audience applauded at his final solution and they
didn't even know they were part of the problem he was solving. Their minds
tricked them into thinking he meant to say birth control and abortions but he
didn't. He told them vaccines would solve overpopulation and this
statement on face value is antithetical because people get vaccines to
protect from disease and thus his whole speech was a paradox because he
was saying he desperately was trying to reduce population to help
"humanity" but then he was implying he was saving and prolonging lives

Dr. Gonzo
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"humanity" but then he was implying he was saving and prolonging lives
with his "vaccines". The zombie audience never asked the question about
why not just leave them alone and let natural selection work if you think they
are so messed up? Why intervene if they are so diseased and dying. Answer
they aren't. He wants them to be and that's why they need his vaccines.
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Oddly similar to the way they cover for Brandon every time he screws
up and accidentally tells the truth.

"What he really meant to say was..."

zamizdat
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If Gates is so concerned about over-population why doesn't he lead by
example and off himself?

Globalist Overlord
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Jack ases all applaud because the other jack ases applaud. Then one
person questions it, and they all attack the messenger that pointed out
they are jack ases that just got sucked in Happens over and over
btw, Tyler, your program was written by Jack ases for making me spell
jack ases incorrectly to pass your language rules.

northern vigor
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it’s called Revelation of the Method- a 33° Freemason tenet found in
the book Morals and Dogma by Freemason, Albert Pike.

Perfidious Albion
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No. The mRNA shots are terrible enough, no need to marr the case by
misrepresenting what gates said

gates said vaccines would reduce  overbreeding by maybe 10% by
improving childhood survival so when parents are confident sll their
kids survive they won’t spawn 10 to keep 5

they will just spawn 5

he was wrong anyway as he failed to factor in competitive breeding
from stupids

 

ChildWifeAisha
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Purebloods will repopulate the earth. 

Greater Fool Theory
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It would so appear. The jabbed have degraded and dysregulated their
natural immune systems beyond the point of no return.

Lambros776
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And most are sterile now.

DouchebagJoe
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only if their mate is also pure.

besnook
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There are still people running around with masks on.

And they still want to put the unjabbed in camps.

MrMoMoChaser
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Lemmings cannot stand to be around non-lemmings.

Detective Miller
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Remember when Nazi Germany was loosing on both fronts and the noose
was closing in on them and it was apparent they would be destroyed? What
did they do? Obviously they redoubled their efforts to mass genocide as
many innocents as they could. Same command and control strategy here in
the 4th Reich.

Dr. Gonzo
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...

ThePhantom
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brain fog?

ThePhantom
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Yep, when the front would came closer and closer, they started the
death marches.  

PMS Mainstreeter
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The swine flu vaccine of 1976 was pulled after 32 deaths most Doctors dont
fill out these VAERS reports the number is much higher than stated

khnum
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The Feds Pile Up Vaccine 'Adverse Event' Reports As They Decry
Scaremongering Elsewhere

This is a dead issue.  The plandemic failed and the "vaccines" don't work
and aren't safe. Nobody is going to admit they were wrong - and none of the
drug companies are going to pay the price for dangerous products that got
forced into the public's veins. It is only psychotic Democrats that care about
this any more.

The only good thing that came out of this is that the public may be less
likely to fall for the next round of BS coming out of our Zionist Occupied
Government.

Move on.

teutonicate

germanica
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In an email to RCI, the CDC stated, “COVID-19 vaccines are undergoing the
most intense safety monitoring in U.S. history.”

_________________________________

No. I don't believe that. I've read nothing from government sources that
even acknowledges the problems with the mRNA Covid vaccines.

Leroy Whitby
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Doctors are speaking out now.  They won’t get away with their murder
so easily now. 

free-energy
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There needs to be trials, and people need to hang for these crimes against
humanity. 

Millennial Falcon
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^^^^^^^^^^^^THIS!

Hotair
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The way corporations got behind this en masse with extreme coercion was
truly sinister.

WolfgangIffans101
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Harvard CEO's

koan
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See DarkHorse Podcast on YT. Discussion talking about CDC/FDA are not
even looking at VAERS. Dr Robert Malone

BeMyBallentine
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Any discussion on VAERS should include an asterisk that 90+% of adverse
reactions go unreported. Over a decade ago Harvard-Pilgrim heath system
designed a study the did not require a report to be manually filled out for
each event. They designed an algorithm using electric patient records to flag
a vaccination and then captured any additional treatments for a 30 day
window following the vaccination. The results were impressive. When the
conclusion was presented to HHS and the recommendation was made to
roll this out nationally to all heath systems, they heard crickets. The
government was non-responsive. This study was 2007-2010
 https://digital.ahrq.gov/sites/default/files/docs/publication/r18hs017045-
lazarus-final-report-2011.pdf

Goolie
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A psychological condition of society known as “mass formation” is a
condition for totalitarianism. Under mass formation, a population willingly
sacrifices their freedom

The first central condition for mass formation to occur is a lack of societal
bonding. Which is precisely what the lockdowns were all about.

The second condition is that a majority of people must experience life as
meaningless and purposeless.

The third condition is widespread free-floating anxiety and free-floating
discontent. This refers to discontent and anxiety that has no apparent or
distinct causes. A virus is perfect for this because it can't be seen.

The fourth condition is free-floating frustration and aggression. This is what
some call the scapegoating phase, where the fearful crowds search for
witches to burn (anti-vaxxers in this case).

https://lorphicweb.com/mass-formation-the-applied-science-of-social-
engineering/

MilwaukeeMark
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Us anti vaxers will be canceled in prison planet I can see it coming.
The good news is those millions of lab rats who took the experimental
injection won't be around in a few years.

snatchpounder
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Fauci along with heads of the CDC, FDA and NIH make millions off of the
jabs. EUA or licensed. How many politicians are in on the take?

aegis551
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The preponderance of evidence suggests this statement should be
interpreted perversely.

gcjohns1971

In an email to RCI, the CDC stated, “COVID-19 vaccines are
undergoing the most intense safety monitoring in U.S. history.”
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How can any conclusion be drawn if you have eliminated the control
group? The three things that prove to me they have no interest in
determining safety or efficacy is 1) they unblinded their study and
vaccinated the placebo group and 2) immediately started playing games
defining unvaccinated as those who were not beyond 14 days after
vaccination and 3) labeling those who were not fully up to date with doses
and/or boosters as unvaccinated. 

misgivings
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there's nothing wrong with your brains

exactly, this is the logical conclusion.

add (4) refusing to provide the mRNA product without liability
protection - so no motive to care

 

ChildWifeAisha
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re: " How can any conclusion be drawn if you have eliminated the
control group? "

I've been thinking that from early on ... also, WHERE is the report on
the passengers who were aboard the Diamond Princess?

The Diamond Princess was/would have been a great subject of study
about SARS-Cov-2/Covid-19.

Ident 7700 economy
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Yes, exactly a great siting duck for study

nobody paid for that study because they didn’t want to know

ChildWifeAisha
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I'm wondering now if there was 'active suppression' of those who
wanted to study the D-P more deeply. Its not beyond Fauci and
company to exert undo influence OUTSIDE their own
organizations ... an e-mail here, a phone call there ...

Ident 7700 economy
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It was indeed clear form the start and McCullough was brave enough (and
they could not silence such a reputable physician). So, unvaxxed, got Covid
which was like a cold and many who were vaxxed had a more difficult
time.Natural immunity is better.

Jung
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The financial conflicts of interest alone are infuriatingly obscene. 

Every voting member  on the FDA (17 of them) is literally owned by Big
Pharma.

Christian Drosten, Neil Ferguson and other key players in the scam skipped
science entirely and took tons of money to promote bullshit which everyone
believed.

Sid Finch
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Wife still hacking, after 4 weeks since getting jab#2 to go on a trip. ( I didn't
have a choice....I'm so fvching tired of hearing that)..

   ...must be bronchitis. 

Yes dear...that's what it is.

I waste my time even mentioning it. 

NoPension
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Sorry for your wife

tell her she just has to miss travel. No more shots

ChildWifeAisha
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Gitmo: 

Fauci,  Birx,  Walensky... Etc. 

Boomhauer
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Gates (Bill)

Ident 7700 economy
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When they want you to do it quickly without thinking about it, you know it's
safe to ignore them.  Remember Obozo shortly after getting elected: " . . .
pass the bill, right away!"

 

staggerflate
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TerrorFirma's Esoterrorist

He's clot shot dead, Jim.

Dammit man, I'm a doctor, not a Bioweapons Engineer!

God only knows how a man's junk DNA makes man junk.
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apparently smoke is no proof of fire

helena_maslach
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Fire is no proof of fire anymore. 

dustnwind
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LOL. +1 point

Ident 7700 economy
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"If you believe that, I have a bridge in Brooklyn to sell to you”

 

https://nycwalks.com/blog/the-brooklyn-bridge-if-you-believe-that-i-have-a-
bridge-in-brooklyn-to-sell-to-you/

Lars Jaspenas

“COVID-19 vaccines are undergoing the most intense safety
monitoring in U.S. history.”
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"...the most intense safety monitoring in U.S. history.”

Uhhh, yeah...sure.
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Uhhh, yeah...sure.

Sounds comically similar to the claims about the 2020 election being "...the
most secure and legitimate election ever..."

Seriously...they totally don't give a crap about making even remotely
plausible claims.

They have somehow deluded themselves into thinking they'll escape the
reckoning that is coming , - it ALWAYS comes - sooner or later.

But they won't escape. On a particularly feisty day, someone will recognize
them - "Hey! You're that Cvn+ that called vaxx-doubters 'Looney conspiracy
theorists"!

"GET HER!!!!!!!!!!"
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Male and female Karens got jabbed and boosted. Illegal beaners crossing
the border didn't. 

Guess who is replacing whom.

ants in the pantry
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I can tolerate a non violent illegal over a Karen.

Lucky Guesst
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Same here.

ants in the pantry
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They want us all gone. 

desertdog
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there will be a “servitor” class of survivors to serve them. (so they
think).  

They won’t get far in their plans for this New World Order.  They
may be able to install it, but it won’t last very long.

Perfidious Albion
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VEARS and other adverse events databases have always been the data
source used to measure the efficacy of vaccines.  Always..  They definately
advised that these sources be used to track the COVID19 vaccines.

Once it became clear that there were massive numbers of adverse reactions
and death they declared all of these sources to be fake conspiracy sites and
lies.  In some countries the government owns and runs the databases, that
they then say are lies.

The COVID19 'vaccines' are deadlier than all other vaccines ever invented,
combined.

NoBigDeal
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The 29,000 dead number is total bullcrap...

Steve Kirsch did a study and estimates 700,000+ dead FROM THE
"VACCINES" in the US alone.

That number may be way too low, as Harvard claims VAERS only
captures around 1% of all adverse events...

DouchebagJoe
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Absolutely.  That reporting percent is the same across all adverse
reporting worldwide.

NoBigDeal
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Exactly.  Correct, and the injuries from the vax will be in the
'millions'.

gilfavor
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Bolsonaro, President of Brazil said, that Pfizer execs demanded "immunity
from now to eternity." And countries agreed.

What is the cabal behind this?

Musum
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The WEF, for one...

DouchebagJoe
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daszak, the wuhan lab, and fauci.  darpa said it was illegal and too
dangerous.

jeff montanye
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METABIOTA and the WHO

Ted Baker
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Whammenz (women cannot seem to agree on what a "woman" is.....) are
getting irregular periods.

This happened right away, after the jabs first came out. Plenty of stories and
social media posts.

Now the "media" is pretending to be concerned and gloss over it, so the
karens (whammenz led the charge into the clot shot abyss) get their 4th or
5th boosters.

What the bleeding means is the spike has burrowed into their ovaries.
Despite promises that it would not go that far after injection.

Now they are looking at probable cancers galore.

Hope the virtue signaling was worth it.

McStain
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A "vaccine" immunizes the host against infection by the virus.

The "shots" do not immunize the host against infection by COVID-19

Therefore, the shots are NOT a vaccine.

QED. Next...

gmacpherson
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If they stop calling it a vaccine then they admitting it doesn’t & never
did work. Theyll never in anyway admit to that. 

GregT
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Perfect.

Xena fobe
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they quite literally changed the definition of vaccine....  you now that,
right? 

ThePhantom
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So the war crime is now becoming completely obvious and we can now
safely talk about what we've been seeing with our own lying eyes for 2.5
years. Well I guess that's something but when someone tries and succeeds
to harm the health and safety of the entire nation and is discovered their is
one of 3 outcomes.

1. The war criminals are tried and convicted and we write a comprehensive
history for the nation to recover.

2. They burn the entire place down and destroy all the evidence and all the
people wanting justice.

3. They play dumb and hope and pray the people are too cowardly and
stupid to do anything.

Dr. Gonzo
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4. They pull a Trudeau and freeze all bank accounts of those who do
not comply or speak the truth.

Xena fobe
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It boggles my mind that they still call it a vaccine.  

Ben A Drill
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Another medical industry black mark. A vaccine that doesn’t immunize
anyone from anything & everyone knows it too. But they still call it a
vaccine. 

GregT
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But it does cause ADE and suppress your T-cells and B-cells.

Lambros776
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You would call it a "vaccine" too if it gave you full immunity from
damages and prosecution.

Globalist Overlord
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They can't prove causation with vaxx unjuries but they can prove the shots
"reduce the severity of covid symptoms".  Just idiocracy.  How GD gullible
would you have to be to take any official statement seriously.  

Xena fobe
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its a house of horrors. people should have been trialed and jailed over this
and yet here we are talking about it while the NPCS  thinks that everything is
A-ok 

dosvydanya_freedomz
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The currency has been backed by air for more than 50 years. The Empire is
being checkmated around the globe for it's wars of plunder. Pension funds
and Soc. Sec. funds probably near empty while prices double and Bill Gates
and Jeff Bezos buy as much land as fast as they can. It's no wonder they
wanted to mass inject the citizen population who have claims to it's nation's
wealth with as much experimental serums as possible. How else would this
story end? If I was a satanic psychopath/sociopath that was cornered it's
exactly what I would do and then I would play dumb and get really defensive
when people ask obvious questions. They literally don't have anything to
lose.

Dr. Gonzo
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They rule by consent. 

Take away consent and seek justice for their crimes and they will
scurry off. 

But that's a tall order. 

The big diet - it's coming
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The people who consent are delicate snowflakes.  They can't handle
the truth.  Perhaps they see themselves as ineffectual and helpless.  

Xena fobe
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Yes, that's true.  They have lived sheltered lives supported by an
undeserved prosperity that is the result of those who are looting
our country throwing a few crumbs to the masses. 

But what will happen when they have to scramble like a Sir
Lankan to find something to eat?  

The big diet - it's coming
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99.9% of VAERS cases get dismissed as result of natural causes.

Very different standard than is applied to determining if death is from Covid.

Biden is laughing at us.

2pac
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"We tortured some folks."

-President "Drone em"

...and we are told they love us and they are beyond reproach when it comes
to "our" health and well being. lol. This country has been captured by the
Empire for a long time. Logic and Reason dictates that we should expect to
be treated like an Iraqi, Libyan, Syrian, Afghani ect. They just are doing it in a
different way and using psychological warfare and other means of warfare.
It's a war on the population clear as day and the population was and many
still are confused as hell. Good reasons never to trust these institutions
before this military operation was unfolded.

Dr. Gonzo
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I wouldn't expect anything less that a Nazi style gas chamber type injection
from these people just based on the methods we have seen them employ.
They still desperately want to inject kids with this serum. Sort of makes
Schindler's list look like a kid's movie at this point.

Dr. Gonzo
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AstraZeneca clots were published in the media but not Pfizer clots...

Comparing who is shareholder of Pfizer and not shareholder of AstraZeneca
would give an idea of who controls media

smallpuppy
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Take your lover for a romantic evening at the vaccine clinic 

Hold hands as you get injected in tandem 

Feel the poison course through your veins 

Afterwards go for a walk beneath a blanket of stars and begin to make love
in a cool meadow surrounded by wildflowers only to be interrupted by a
pesky heart attack,  ask your lover to call 911

And find her incapacitated by a sudden stroke 

Die together secure in the knowledge you did your part to flatten the curve

Fabio Lanzoni
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It's a modern Romeo and Juliet or maybe Romeo and Mercutio.

MrMoMoChaser
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Rose said: “It isn’t on me to prove that these products aren’t safe, this is on
them [CDC, FDA], legally, to prove that these products are safe. And they’re
not doing their jobs.”

 

That is the truth.

The reason the FDA, CDC, are not doing their job, is that they know the
shots are not safe, so they are not looking for the safety signals, because
their agenda is a needle in every arm and they won't let the lack of safety
stand in the way.

moneybots
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"Susan Ellenberg, PhD, the former Director of the Office of Biostatistics and
Epidemiology at the FDA’s Center for Biologics, told RCI that “anything that
gets reported goes directly into the [VAERS] system … so mostly what you
get is noise.” She said that it’s nearly impossible to prove causation with this
dataset alone. Dr. Walter Orenstein, formerly the CDC’s director of
immunization, concurs."

 

CDC. FDA. Not to be trusted.

It is noise if that is what they WANT to see.

Dr. Chris Martinson said there is no such thing as mild Myocarditis. yet the
public health agencies want the public to believe that Myocarditis caused by
the shot, is mild, thus no big deal. That is false.

moneybots
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These govt. health officials are living in denial they are bold face liars. They
know the shots are killing an injuring people yet they deny these facts. 

Demystified
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The Covid vaccines are all based on the Gene Therapy platform.

Gene Therapy has been around for decades, mainly used to treat late stage
terminal cancers and inoperable brain tumors, and other rare, serious
diseases.

Gene Therapy shows great promise in treating and curing terminal cancers,
so all of the clinical trials have mostly been done on terminally ill cancer
patients, which makes sense.

A consistent problem has arisen again and again over the years, when
terminally ill cancer patients recieve Gene Therapy treatments and die
sooner than their expected time left to live.

Scientists have a real problem determining whether the patient died early
due to an adverse reaction to the Gene Therapy, or if the cancer was more
agressive than predicted.

So, using the Gene Therapy platform for the Covid Vaccines in young,
completely healthy people, and recording their adverse reactions, give Gene
Therapy Scientists insight into issues that can arise with Gene Therapies in
general.

They then reformulate their cancer Gene Therapies to account for these
adverse reactions.

As an added bonus for these Gene Therapy Scientists, the vaccines are
inducing terminal cancers, for which the only treatments for are…
Experimental cancer Gene Therapies! Providing a massive pool of “willing”
subjects to participate in their Cancer Gene Therapy trials.

The advances in Medical Science as a result of this twisted arrangement will
be tremendous, to the point perhaps people will begin living for hundreds of
years.

As a result of this rotten global experiment, medical science will advance in
the next 5 years what would have taken 500 years doing things the moral
way.

So the unvaccinated should thank the vaccinated for their sacrifice.

paranoid.dragon
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F off bud.  They are criminal morons. It’s more dangerous taking the
clot shot than getting Covid.  

free-energy
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After seeing how quickly most of these so-called Doctors sold out humanity
for money it will be nearly impossible to trust one again until there is a total
rifting of the so-called profession.  Better to put your Fate into God's hands
then to trust these corrupt Inquisitors.

 

Swamidon
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I have a friend. 38 yo Alaska Airlines pilot. Perfectly healthy, forced jab or get
fired. Now, myocarditis and lost job. Never licensed to fly again

Theo P Neustic
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Myocarditis is very serious, I'm not a doctor but I know it's very serious
and your friend should seek out a good cardiologist. 

snatchpounder
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More than one pilot has died or gotten sick.  It’s why flights all over are
messed up.  

free-energy
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A genocidal manic billionaire has a 'vaccine' he wants to sell to you and
better yet his puppet politicians gave him complete immunity from any and
all liability. Plus the fascistic corporations working with their partners in
crime in government  gave their employees a choice, take the experimental
'vaccine' or lose your job.  If you require more information as to whether or
not you'll participate in the world's largest medical experiment AKA
genocide then you're  retarded. 

snatchpounder
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The modified spike protein is dangerous and for very specific reasons.

https://jessicar.substack.com/p/lets-tag-team-this-until-everybody

AimeeZH
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Some of us knew better, some didn't.

Bugdog@21
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I feel bad for general public lemming tendencies. My heart goes out to you
who are easily manipulated.

if there is a potential profit or power motive please be skeptical and practice
patience.

UncommonScents
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re: " I feel bad for general public lemming tendencies. "

I'm tempted to tell my brothers (they all got jabbed, and one reads the
NYTimes as if it were scripture) -

"Mom only raised one smart son!"   LOL

PS. My Sister (1 yr younger) got STRONGLY red-pilled as a result of all
this. She's an RN, housewife and mother and rescues parrots including
African Greys and Macaws.

Ident 7700 economy
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I don't feel bad for them.  Most are arrogant. Stupidity is self
correcting. 

Uncle Sugar
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"the CDC stated, “COVID-19 vaccines are undergoing the most intense
safety monitoring in U.S. history.”"

HUH?!

I mean, uh, yeah, I'm sure they are ... Because the COVID-19 so-called
"vaccines" have the largest test population of any pharmaceutical
therapeutic, ever: The entire WORLD. (Approximately.)

In other words, it was pretty much completely untested prior to being
released upon the populace, making every recipient a test subject, and they
pushed it upon every person on the planet. So -- yeah, it is going to be the
most intensely monitored, because nothing in history has ever been so
intensely administered.

The "monitoring" doesn't seem to be doing much good, though, given that
the response to the monitoring is continued and more flagrant lies and
denial.

"We are monitoring the response to the COVID-19 therapies. You're all
getting sick and dying beautifully! Keep it up." - Love, CDC et al.

TribeofCats
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Clot shot for the kill

bookofenoch
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Emergency departments refuse to ask if patient has had mRNA injections.  

heehaw2
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System failure caused at the top.

All thanks to Congress.

MyOpinion141
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A weak Congress which has delegated authority to the permanent
inelected government.

Sunny Today
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I stopped reading at ‘Some health experts’

Who are they? What are their credentials?How can they possibly be experts
on an untested and unknown long term impact of this ‘injectable liquid’ with
unknown ingredients?

bloostar
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And what about the experts that say the opposite of what other
experts say? What is an expert ?

afronaut
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It is absolutely true that VAREs data is useless. And this is done on purpose-
dung in dung out, protect pharma.

But the U.K. data IS useful and it tells the real story.

https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/are-the-uk-ons-covid-numbers-
believable?
token=eyJ1c2VyX2lkIjo5NjE1NjM1NywicG9zdF9pZCI6NjQxNTAzNTIsImlhd
CI6MTY1NzkwNjEzMCwiaXNzIjoicHViLTU0ODM1NCIsInN1YiI6InBvc3Qtcm
VhY3Rpb24ifQ.wm0ekyi3ENE8ajYAgH-
sfgQ0VNe02mBU7uVlXQe5cdI&utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email

micronova
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blame the entire med establishment.  nobody speaks out, they just go along.

 

Bible is clear, they are thus co-conspirators in the medical mass genocide

liberty2day
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First, do no harm to your paycheck should be their new Hippocratic
Oath

Globalist Overlord
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I state it as "First do nothing unprofitable."   It's called the Hipocritic
Oath.

Zorch
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Dr Malone, Dr McCullough, and all the rest are controlled opposition.   They
are all fully vetted 33° Freemasons. 

Perfidious Albion
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Down voted because there is no supporting link to your statement.

PMS Mainstreeter
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Such a long article to articulate what we guessed from the beginning when
the college dropout Bill Gates became poster boy for Covid vaccine safety -
it's all bullshit, keep your experimental crap out of my body.  The end.

MadMax1
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Lies, damn lies and vaccine adverse events.

KatLivesKatter
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Two early 20's women at work are having problems.  One had a
"gynecological issue" and another has some type of vessel inflammatory
condition in her leg from calf to mid thigh.

Both vaxxed and boosted.

ants in the pantry
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Friends in Chicago. Triple vaxxed. Both deathly ill. I tried to warn them not to
get a 4th. We are seeing ADE, antibody dependency enhancement, whereas
the spike proteins start to enable the mutation's entry into the cell.

Why are people boosting with the same vaccine strain which was used for
the original Wuhan S protein? The answer, because the original jab only
imparts protection for 60-90 days. Then you need a boost. The booster only
lasts 30-60. Then protection goes from positive to negative. So why risk side
effects when protection lasts for such a short period of time? If you've had
COVID your natural immunity stays at 90% for up to 36 months.

MilwaukeeMark
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There is no covid. Show us a study where the "virus" has been isolated
in a human cell..

Cult of the Sun
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While I totally agree, that conversation stops people from hearing.
I'm more anxious to warn people and wake them up than have a
genetics conversation.

MilwaukeeMark
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Excuse me. Wasn't aware I was in the high brow section where
there are approved lies.

Cult of the Sun
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Easy there cowboy, you are among fellow believers.

MilwaukeeMark
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exactly, if you are even arguing about this sh^t you are wasting time
while playing THEIR game . . .

banned_on_the_run
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The triple and quadrupled vaxx'ed are really in deep, deep doo-doo.
They destroyed their natural immune systems. Their T-calls and B-cells
are suppressed. In addition, ADE is occurring...facilitated by the
"vaccine's" non-neutralizing antibodies. 

Lambros776
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Unfortunately, for most, the time to reconsider their choices has past.

Game theory suggests that they will continue to get boosters, even if
they suspect it might be what is killing them. Especially if doctors and
family are telling them to do so. When you are sick, you tend to be very
vulnerable to letting other people make your decisions for you.

"I've gone this far down this path. Too late to turn back now!"

zamizdat
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I feel bad for the gullible, trusting souls who believed Fauci's lies.
They thought they were doing the right thing. It's sad. 

Lambros776
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Just keep telling them to check out flccc.net and go to the protocols
tab, then the "I-Recover: Post Vaccination" protocol. Some will and
those we can help. Some won't and they'll keep doubling down on
experimental gene therapy shots every 6 months for a disease with
an IFR of 0.3 (CDC May 2020) and the current one is half that.

TRM
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Also - “ everybody is doing it”

ChildWifeAisha
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I've lost count of how many jabbed elderly neighbors have died.

Lambros776
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Don't you know you're not supposed to be counting?

zamizdat
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I'm worried about some.  Hope they got the placebo.

Xena fobe
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The death shot is all about population reduction. Eugenics by another
name. 

Whodathunkit
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Unless the "experts" tell you you are dead, you are not dead.

snblitz
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Unless the dead tell you you are an expert, you are not an expert.

zamizdat
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This is like a "skynet is the virus." Vaccine tells cells to make the spike.
Spike goes everywhere in the body plasma, being taken into cells and
preventing DNA repair. Then you get sicker because it halts the process that
drives the immune system, v(d)j recombination.

 

Bullet_Sponge

Our findings provide evidence of the spike protein hijacking the DNA
damage repair machinery and adaptive immune machinery in vitro.
We propose a potential mechanism by which spike proteins may
impair adaptive immunity by inhibiting DNA damage repair. Although
no evidence has been published that SARS–CoV–2 can infect
thymocytes or bone marrow lymphoid cells, our in vitro V(D)J
reporter assay shows that the spike protein intensely impeded V(D)J
recombination. Consistent with our results, clinical observations also
show that the risk of severe illness or death with COVID–19
increases with age, especially older adults who are at the highest
risk [22]. This may be because SARS–CoV–2 spike proteins can
weaken the DNA repair system of older people and consequently
impede V(D)J recombination and adaptive immunity. In contrast, our
data provide valuable details on the involvement of spike protein
subunits in DNA damage repair, indicating that full–length spike–
based vaccines may inhibit the recombination of V(D)J in B cells,
which is also consistent with a recent study that a full–length spike–
based vaccine induced lower antibody titers compared to the RBD–
based vaccine [28]. This suggests that the use of antigenic epitopes
of the spike as a SARS–CoV–2 vaccine might be safer and more
efficacious than the full–length spike. Taken together, we identified
one of the potentially important mechanisms of SARS–CoV–2
suppression of the host adaptive immune machinery. Furthermore,
our findings also imply a potential side effect of the full–length
spike–based vaccine. https://www.mdpi.com/1999-
4915/13/10/2056/htm

Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2)
proteins were measured in longitudinal plasma samples collected
from 13 participants who received two doses of mRNA-1273
vaccine. Eleven of 13 participants showed detectable levels of
SARS-CoV-2 protein as early as day 1 after first vaccine injection.

Data have demonstrated the elicitation of binding and neutralization
antibodies against the spike protein by the mRNA-1273 vaccine in
humans, thereby inferring that spike protein was produced and
induced an immune response [2–5]. However, critical data
demonstrating the direct production of spike protein via translation
from the mRNA-1273 vaccine in these studies are missing,
precluding a full understanding of the vaccine mechanism.Here we
provide evidence that circulating SARS-CoV-2 proteins are present
in the plasma of participants vaccinated with the mRNA-1273
vaccine

We hypothesize that the cellular immune responses triggered by T-
cell activation, which would occur days after the vaccination, lead to
direct killing of cells presenting spike protein, and an additional
release of spike into the blood stream [9]. The mechanisms
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4 Reply"

release of spike into the blood stream [9]. The mechanisms
underlying release of free S1 and the subsequent detection of the
intact spike protein remain unclear and require further studies.

https://academic.oup.com/cid/article/74/4/715/6279075
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I cannot believe aged SloJoe, the Hoe, other big-shot politicians, federal
judges, and corporate big wigs actually were jabbed multiple times. If they
were so jabbed, many would be dead, seriously injured, or disabled by now.
No, they were given saline and treated with IVM, HCQ and other safe and
effective therapeutics if they tested positive for Covid.

 

Only the "little people" pay taxes...and get jabbed with Fauci's poison death
shot.

Lambros776
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They took Darvon (a good pain med for chronic back and less addictive,
much less addictive than hydrocodone, oxycodone, oxycontin) off and 50
years of routine rx because maybe 5 people died from it.  And those were
from the Darvocette (acetomenophen) version. How many die from from the
stronger more addictive stuff in OD's or moving on to heroin because the
pain-pill nazi's are forced to under/not prescribe?

5 people.

How many died from the vax? 30,000?  (VAERS is usually %5 reported)

Som ting wong

SybilDefense
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Government destroys everything it touches.

Xena fobe
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You got to show a FRKN PHOTO ID for stinking Dextromethorphan
cough suppressant. 

Nothing like letting the 22 year old grocery store night manager scope
your papers in case you are cooking meth between coughing and
horking up snot. Foolproof system. Genius really.

 

XxGenMartinYanCANCOOKxX
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Officer to driver:

The tire tread marks on the dead mans face match your tires and you were
both seen at the same intersection at the same general time. His wife says
he was in otherwise great health, a marathon runner in fact.

Driver:

Yes officer,  but tire treads on a dead man's face is not direct evidence the
tire is in fact the cause the death.  I mean, he could have gotten the Covid
shot or something...

Gobble D. Goop
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Here's a link to the OpenVAERS website that shows the total adverse events
and deaths from VAERS, and only a small percentage are reported and
some are deleted. - https://openvaers.com/covid-data

Here's a video with directions on how to search VAERS for yourself. -
https://www.bitchute.com/video/QnleII2pLbaK/ (5 minutes)

GoodyGumdrops
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I’ve been following it for many months. Sometimes it looks like
Dominion Software runs that site. Many instances of mass deleting of
records. I’m stunned it’s still up & running. 

GregT
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Yes it’s definitely manipulated. 

hotrod
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Dr Fauci doesn't want anyone messing with his experiment.

jim942
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Fauci's surviving progeny are going to be changing their names this is
so bad.

pods
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By safe they mean drug companies are safe from lawsuits, by effective they
mean jabbs are effective at harming people in many different ways.

rooand333
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the mystery of NWO Covid-1984 Science: no fake PCR, no killshots...there
you go -

< Haiti did not vaccinate its citizens. The current vax rate is 1,4 percent
yet it remains the country with one of lowest Covid death rates in the
world. > [even after the assassination of president Jovenel Moise, courtesy
of CIA]
https://freewestmedia.com/2022/07/13/netherlands-over-two-thirds-of-jab-
recipients-do-not-plan-on-getting-boosted/

< Haiti has one of the lowest death rates from COVID-19 in the world, and
scientists are mystified about why.
Most people have given up on masks, or don’t believe the virus is real.
Large crowds, dancing and music on a warm Friday night in Cap-Haitien...
People still greet each other by shaking hands, with no social distancing.
Restaurants don’t require facial coverings. >
https://www.local10.com/news/local/2021/05/05/mystery-surrounds-
remarkably-low-amount-of-covid-19-cases-and-deaths-in-haiti/

< There have been 31,980 infections and 837 coronavirus-related deaths
reported in the country since the pandemic began. [population ca. 11.4
millions]
Haiti has administered at least 348,769 doses of COVID vaccines so far.
Assuming every person needs 2 doses, that’s enough to have vaccinated
about 1.5% of the country’s population. >
https://graphics.reuters.com/world-coronavirus-tracker-and-
maps/countries-and-territories/haiti/ 2022.07.15.

late in the game superspreader
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COVID is largely a first world mind virus.

MrMoMoChaser
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mind crotch

late in the game superspreader
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All kinds of side effects at my former workplace from the Karens who gladly
volunteered...and they still went back for another and a booster. None of
them reported to VAERS.

Dr. Gonzo
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How can you be sure they weren’t reported. The reports are filled in by
medical staff & never use the persons name. 

GregT
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Because the Lazarus report tells us less than 1% of VAERS cases
get reported.

Plus the Project Veritas HHS whistleblower who show footage of
doctors saying 'we haven't got time to fill out these things'.

Why would vaccine cultists bad mouth the symbol of which they
worship?

TheUnderdog
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I feel bad for the people trusted Dr fauci, FDA, safe and effective. Hope
everyone have full recovery

Lowcash
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The most under reported issue in the world today is adverse reactions to the
VAX. I knew a 35 year old male (with no family history of heart issues)
who died with an enlarged heart weeks after being VAX'd. There is no paper
trail linking his death to the VAX.

soluna
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"Some health experts believe that the number of reports is primarily a
function of increased publicity around the COVID vaccines, a high number
indicating only that many more people are aware of the system and
concerned about potential side effects from the shots."

 

The truth is that VAERS reports are so high because the Covid shots are not
safe.

moneybots
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A very healthy friend of mine had a huge clot that caused a heart attack after
getting vaxxed.  The docs haven't mentioned any connection, but why
would they, now they have a patient for life.

VoteTexit
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Deaths age 18-50 up 40% that means it's working. Pulling hydras from
people's arteries after death means it's working!

ctiger2
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Tyrants don't give power back to the people peacefully.

There will never be any trials unless we the people make that happen by
taking power back.

We will all have to make a choice, risk dying on our feet in the fight for
individual Liberty, or live on our knees.

Choose wisely.

ThomasChase1776
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Israel is suffering worse COVID than Palestine due to its higher vaccination
rate.

The real-world evidence cannot be censored.

https://metatron.substack.com/p/israel-is-suffering-worse-covid-than?

AimeeZH
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I wouldn't be surprised if Israel gave the vast majority of their tribe a
placebo.

ThomasChase1776
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Doubtful. They have a lot of “vax” injuries on record there. 

The Testimonies Project — Israeli Pfizer Vaccine Injury 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=S4BpEr8gztU&feature=youtu.be

AimeeZH
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I agree. 

The Worlds Gone Mad
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The sociopaths who created and fostered this genocide must be brought to
justice.  Until they have been, we can not move on as a nation of free men &
laws.

jcarr5962
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Same for those who ran the debt up to $30,000,000,000,000 and leave
our boarder WIDE OPEN.

Hotair
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After a certain number of similar reports, the FDA should be mandating that
the manufacturer do a study to confirm.  Why isn't this being done ?  Is the
FDA a captured agency ?

cooperbry
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Yes, it is.

Jungle Jim
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“Hitler has said to them, ‘I offer you struggle, danger, and death,’ and as a
result a whole nation flings itself at his feet.”

The Global Covid response.

outofnowhere
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Snake Oil Index = No liability + Safe and Effective Propaganda from the
same crowd that says the planet is overpopulated + Mandates + Crushing
discussion and questions + Billions in profit 

SMC
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 "...symptoms continued to migrate up my leg to my inner thigh."

Really? Tell me more!

Kikkin
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Funny how VAERS data on Myocarditis issues were checked and "Varified
by the FDA" as Valid..And yet media and the FDA/CDC play VARES off as a
passive reporting site you can't trust. Yet making a report is not easy,what
so ever,and a false report is against the law.Lot numbers of the
jab/location/who admistered it/where /when ect/ect,are needed just to make
a report. This site<  https://www.vigiaccess.org  > another for Europe is
used by WHO, and it is swamped with injuries also.When asked for trade
name use, comirnaty. there are 4,029,255 adverse event reports under
cominaty<the pfizer jab> Cardiac disorders= 257,137 (3%)wtf? this is just
one of many! Sick and twisted<Is what it all is! "CRIMINAL":(

Fred box
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Quick edit for the CDC:

Remove "safety screening" - insert propaganda campaign.

...an email to RCI, the CDC stated, “COVID-19 vaccines are undergoing the
most intense safety monitoring in U.S. history.”

myopinion
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Once they pry the door open, they'll not stop, ever.  Too much profit.  Why is
it that governments keep paying pharmaceutical companies millions and
millions for experimental gene therapy doses mislabeled as vaccines? 
Answer this and realize they want you dead!  Did anyone else notice the
Georgia Guidestones were detonated at 3:33 am?  Did the Balloon just go
up and send a signal to the elitists that from here forward, it's (Georgia
Guidestones) game on?  Prolly so!

MadMax1
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Not true. They go through and remove quite a few of the reports. The
database isn't just some open online system where Boaty McBoatface can
put in a report, and while that doesn't mean it's 100% accurate, it does
mean there is more than enough there to raise a red flag.

Mighty Hawk

While the reports are unfiltered and unexamined
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Please don't tell me Boaty McBoatface is sinking fast from getting
vaxxed.

Is nothing sacred in this world anymore?

zamizdat
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Based on data from the Defense Medical Epidemiology Database (DMED),
Thomas Renz, an attorney who is representing three Department of Defense
(DoD) whistleblowers, reported that these whistleblowers found a significant
increase in registered diagnoses on DMED for miscarriages, cancer, and
many other medical conditions in 2021 compared to a five-year average from
2016-2020. For example, at the roundtable Renz stated that registered
diagnoses for neurological issues increased 10 times from a five-year
average of 82,000 to 863,000 in 2021.

~ Senator Ron Johnson

https://www.ronjohnson.senate.gov/2022/2/sen-johnson-to-secretary-
austin-has-dod-seen-an-increase-in-medical-diagnoses-among-military-
personnel

What happened to the DMED results? Reporting to DMED is compulsory.

Globalist Overlord
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Don't pay attention to that man behind the curtain.

Thor_god_of_hammers
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more people know someone who suffered a severe reaction or death from
the vaxx than covid.

besnook
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Check out steve kirsch’s very systematic statistical analysis of vaers data -
it’s actually well documented that vaers under-reports

Jaberwocky
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Fauchi and friends are starting a new add campaign to sell the next round of
super fun toxins.   It's going to be based on a K-Pop music format to better
relate to the kiddies this time, the band will be called "Youth In Asia"

I'm so excited!  I wonder what all the new songs will be called?  

Dated N Jaded
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i kinda like this one.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=UsANoiJa9Uc&feature=emb_imp_woyt

zamizdat
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Six Foot Safe 

GregT
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And ads for this clot shot are still being run.

Mr. Schnitzel Face
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I miss the vaccine lotteries. That was a deep social experiment.
Showed a lot about our society today. 

GregT
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This article is, whether intentional or not, a limited hangout. (A term, by the
way, every thinking person should thoroughly know the meaning of by now.)

Notice the source.

It is designed to sow FUD and make you throw up your hands and say, "This
vax thing is just too damn complicated! I'm never going to know who to
trust!"

zamizdat
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Exactly.  I got the same impression.  Real Murky Investigations.  

Xena fobe
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What about the fact that no long term studies were ever done on these
as is required for all outside of "emergency use authorization"?

Mr. Schnitzel Face
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So much for the vaccines, Covid cases continue with another wave in its
early stages.  Even those who got them have no intention of getting more of
something that doesn't prevent getting sick and could have unknown long
term negative effects.

khakuda
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All new vax for the variants undergo very few trails or none at all.

fzrkid
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No one is going to stop these shots from being administered right now.
People have to defend themselves and especially their children from these
toxic injections.

GoodyGumdrops
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Fortunately the vast majority of society has figured most of it out. I can
talk freely about my position to people around me & no one sees me as
“anti-science” anymore. Only people who are truly oblivious to reality
are getting jabbed now. 

GregT
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Unfortunately, the people who got the shots can't undo what they've
done. I think we're going to see a lot more people damaged and
dead from these shots.

GoodyGumdrops
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The force of mortality for the jabbed is much higher.

MrMoMoChaser
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Still not convinced Ivana Trump didn’t throw a clot. She suddenly developed
severe hip pain a few weeks ago. Never had it checked out. Then she blacks
out & falls down the stairs & breaks her neck & dies. Don Jr, Eric & Ivanka
owes the public an explanation as to why she passed out. All 3 are public
figures & their mom died suddenly in a pandemic of people that recently
“died suddenly” so they owe the public a complete explanation on their
moms sudden death.

All a reporter needs to ask is did their moms autopsy show any abnormal
blood clots. That’s it. Don’t need any questions about her vax status. Just
an answer about the state of her blood when she died. Everyone can figure
out the rest. 

GregT
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https://www.lewrockwell.com/2022/07/allan-stevo/frankensteins-
monster-did-the-shot-kill-ivana/

Worth reading, if you haven't already.

XxGenMartinYanCANCOOKxX
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The Lab Rats are safe until the Human Trials have been completed. 

Raider of the lost cause
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Just like how 911 was the event with the greatest amount of evidence of
who actually perpetrated it in history, the COVID-19 vaccines are the drug
with the single greatest amount of evidence of causation of adverse
reactions of any drug in history.  How many drugs create, never before seen,
white clots in the patients autopsied after receiving them?  The evidence is
massive!

The clots are so huge and resistant to break down that we'll likely be able to
tell who died from them by digging up their bodies years into the future.  Not
to mention the DNA damage we'll likely be able to detect with a simple
tissue sample.

Time to invest in guillotines folks. 

rag_house
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Thank you Facebook and Twitter…. 
 

sarcasm

Under11Words!
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Don't forget to thank ALL the MSM too... 

🙄

Eyes Opened
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how many people work in the "VAERS" department at the CDC/FDA? 5?
10?

not many to thoroughly investigate 1.3 million injuries and 29,273 spread
across the world that have occurred in just 18 months.

COVID Vaccine Data - OpenVAERS

even pfizer had to hire 600 more people to handle the sheer volume of
reports

Pfizer Hired 600+ People to Process Vaccine Injury Reports, Documents
Reveal • Children's Health Defense (childrenshealthdefense.org)

how many has the FDA/CDC investigated? 1,000? 10,000? 9or are thehy
simply relying on pfizer and moderna to do the investigating.

conflict of interest much? pfizer and moderna staff - unqualified, part
qualified, interns?

look like BS, walks like BS, talks like BS and is in fact complete BS

hooligan2009
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They invented S.A.D.S., that is same as S.I.D.S., because they think we are
stupid.  Now everything under the sun, including the sun, causes cardiac
arrest.

We ain't seen nothing yet.  They ain't seen nothing yet.

Be prepared to dig graves to save your area from disease.

ThomasChase1776
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Fad diagnoses over the past decades: fibromyalgia, chronic fatigue
syndrome, gluten intolerance, hypoglycemia, SIDS and now SADS.

 

Bostwick9
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Dont forgot about the AL,IEN Life form growing in peoples bodies.. I like to
call him #AgentSPOT

Go to BING! and search Alumi,um bas,ed life fo,rm... Remove Commas,
Type the SAME thing in Google and watch how they GHOST the result. WTF
does that tell you???

intel courtesy of #Agentfreaknasty 

 

sauldaddy
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Alumi,um bas,ed life fo,rm.. Just did it. pulls up same results. U b
goofy dude. but cheers

shirley u jest
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Every year they offer up a flu shot, one that is hoped to target the current flu,
this means almost every year it is a different vaccine.

The Pfizer vax hasn't changed in 3 years, it isn't for covid.

koan
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That says it all, people. This covid shot should not exist.

rejectnumbskull

For comparison, he cites the last “mass vaccination program”
undertaken in the United States, the 1976 swine flu vaccine. Dr.
McCullough noted that there were approximately 55 million people
vaccinated, with an accompanying 500 cases of Guillain-Barré
syndrome, and around 25 deaths. “And the government officials at
that time said, ‘we’re going to pull it.’”
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Although I applaud Mr.Fuellmich's efforts against the evil monsters
conducting this genocide he will fail. Because he's operating inside a
corrupt court system. This genocide will end when the perpetrators are
exterminated, it's as simple as that.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/G8Sq3rmvwrvA/

snatchpounder
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No he isn't, and he's made it clear since day one that he's absolutely
not operating inside the corrupt court system. His hearings are outside
the system.

But you're right about how to end the genocide.

Jolt
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Why not autopsies done?  If you have this signal in VAERS, you would want
to do a statistically valid autopsy sample.  

ThanksIwillHaveAnother
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VAERS is a cover-my-ass system which has always been known by
truthtellers like Robert Kennedy Jr. to hugely underreport in the realm of 1 -
10% of actual incidents.  The reporting process is made very difficult and
time consuming for doctors due to the paperwork, so reluctance to report is
built in ESPECIALLY IN TODAY'S WORLD when most physicians have gone
to the 5-10 minute time spent with patients because most are first
businessmen now.  The CDC has constantly removed information from
VAERS and MADE false statements.  They have also made true statements
that contradicted the "safety" they have implied for these GENE EDITS NOT
VACCINES which they also later deleted.  CDC is a PRIVATE
CORPORATION not a USG agency.

"In an email to the RCI, the CDC stated 'COVID19 vaccines are undergoing
the most intense safety monitoring in US history.'"

The CDC should be sued for lying.  

MoralsAreEssential
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Any government software I have used (Treasury Direct???) is a
clusterfuck.   

ThanksIwillHaveAnother
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Mother NAture bats cleanup

takewhatyoucan64
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“These symptoms continued to migrate up my leg to my inner thigh.”

 Now that is some sexy scamdemicking right there

William Poole
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LOL of the day comment!

Kikkin
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Trickle up better than trickle down ...

Ident 7700 economy
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Is the above actually new to Clayton Fox? 

Set The Edge
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wait- what? Who said that they were? 

Perfidious Albion

These reports are not anecdotes from “anti-vaxxers” on the dark
web.
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as the masons laugh at you all

liberty2day
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Safe AND effective!

It's a wonderful vaccine.  The best.

https://files.catbox.moe/4n2g88.jpg

Pair Of Dimes Shift
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All the doubters at work tell me, "oh, anyone can make a vaers report" you
can't trust that!

Farmerz
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Actually if you look at the information required it ain’t easy and that’s
why many docs and nurses don’t fill them out. 

hotrod
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Are congress and staffers still exempt?

Presumably everyone is now.  Well sort of.

Just those that had to choose.  Previously?  To take the shot or lose their
jobs.  Say like the United States military service members which
are apparently not exempt.

Are the makers of the vaxx s and the cdc exempt?  If not.  What percentage
have got the shot?

Is it unreasonable to demand both the legislature demanding and
manufacturers pushing and getting quite wealthy from this substance to
have 100% compliance with independent administration of said vaxx s?

Are there any records of which members of congress own substantial stock
in the administration of these vaxx s?

No?

Why not?

Anyways.

Assuming they still want you.  To take it.

I see differing reports.  Is there enough here to presume anything untoward
in their "belief" in the vaxx when it comes to their own bodies?   But far less
interest when it comes to yours?  And that of your loved ones.  Children
even.  Remember they have allowed at least 60 million abortions.  Do you
rember that?  How many elsewhere funded by American "reoresenative"
government.  How many vaxx s did we provide abroad?  For that matter. 
Are there records of who has got the shot and not?  Here and elsewhere.  Is
that forbidden knowledge.  Best left unknown?  If that information was
available...what would it show?  If anything.  What conclusions ventured?

These are not your represenatives?

What is going on here?

Not mass psychosis administered genocide?  Treason and conspiracy most
foul?

https://www.poynter.org/reporting-editing/2021/why-is-congress-exempt-
from-the-biden-covid-vaccine-mandate/
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But they are doubling down and ordering jabs for variants that are
circulating now but which will be changed when the jabs arrive, and the jabs
will thus be useless and will drive even more mutations of the 'convid'.  If
this vaccine 'gene therapy' does even a fraction of what it might - transcribe
mRna to DNA into the somatic cells - disrupt the BRAC1 and other proteins
need to repair damaged DNA... you'll have babies born with birth defects
and coded to have fragile immune systems to die early and frequently of
aggressive cancers.. it will be a trail of sorrow for all parents who jabbed and
then had kids.  All kids who jabbed young too.. cancers everywhere...
Please, do the research.  Taken to completion (everyone vaxxed) only 20
percent of humanity might survive.  If that.  Please, do the research.  See the
potential for harm not just to YOU but to your OFF SPRING and thus to
HUMANITY.  That is if you have any off spring... because some of these jabs
make you sterile.  See Africa for that.. and Billy Gates... 

el_diablo
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OMG! The Jab turned trannies and freaks back into NORMAL HUMAN
BEINGS!!!  THIS CANNOT BE ALLOWED TO STAND!!!

Detective Miller
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Every country that participated signed a contract with Pfizer.

Who signed for the USA?

What does the contract say?

I'd like to know all that.

Now.

MrMoMoChaser
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I think its safe to assume we already know the answer to those
questions.

If the company can continue employing patent monopolies, strong-arm
tactics, and secret government contracts, Pfizer’s vaccines will remain
on track to become the top selling products in pharmaceutical industry
history.

https://zamizdat.info/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/Gain-of-
Function.pdf

zamizdat
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I'm also wondering if drug companies weren't the only people given
immunity. Perhaps the politicians were as well under a secret law. You know.
National Security reasons or some other made up BS they gave them to
violate our laws and human rights or maybe this is just dividends from
Jeffery Epstein and Lolita Express.

Dr. Gonzo
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congress and the mailman are exempt think about that for a minute.
yep safe and effective  

dosvydanya_freedomz
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Don’t the people behind these decisions know they are out brazenly defying
their oar of service? This is malfeasance. I saw what DeSantis just pushed a
major lockdown on political violence. I have faith we can get someone
in office to clamp down on the insanity.

Goolie
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These 5 or 6 vaccines that the world put out there are all fairly similar.  They
were all formulated within weeks and all released within months.  Whole
thing is just strange.  They seem to have similar side effects as well.   And
here we are 2 years later and there are no new shots.   Why is that?   

lanzate
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One size fits all.

jim942
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Because it took them several years to build the stock of billions of
doses? 

desertdog
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They had enough for every person on the planet within 6 months.  
Each vile they have now contains enough for 5 shots.  If you walk in
any clinic now to get a shot or boostthey give you one and throw the
rest away because no one is lined up behind you.   

lanzate
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Why? I thought we already knew they were 100% safe and effective?

Imma Draff

In an email to RCI, the CDC stated, “COVID-19 vaccines are
undergoing the most intense safety monitoring in U.S. history.”
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Try having this stuff and man it’s like coughing up a wet rubber balloon.

MY_LURKER
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stop publishing adverse events.

don't talk about them, don't tweet about them, don't link to them.  just get
your damn boosters.

love and safety,
toni faucci

wilsonEdwards
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Let us hope that every Democrat and every RINO has faithfully taken one of
the Clot Shots along with all the boosters approved by the FDA and
promoted by the CDC.  This extends to those who vote for them too.

As early as in 2021, ICU nurses were reporting that most of the people
showing up to be treated for Covid were in their view people who had been
damaged by the Clot Shots.

You have to be nuts at this point to trust any in The Deathcare Industry,
especially in the Federal Deathcare Mafia with their "Vaccines Only
Protection Racket" who collect Vaccine Patent Royalties.  

AlexCat3741
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In late May, Dr. Pierre Kory. Dr. Paul Marik, Dr. Peter McCullough and scores
of other top U.S. physicians received certified letters from the American
Board of Internal Medicine (ABIM) informing them that their ABIM board
certifications were in jeopardy because they were engaged in the business
of “disseminating COVID misinformation”.

Said Richard J. Baron, M.D., ABIM President & CEO: “Providing false or
inaccurate information to patients or the public is unprofessional and
unethical, and violates the trust that the profession of medicine and the
public have in ABIM Board Certification. Therefore, such conduct
constitutes grounds for disciplinary sanctions.”

Oh really?

https://flccc.substack.com/p/re-notice-of-potential-disciplinary?
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In late May, Dr. Pierre Kory. Dr. Paul Marik, Dr. Peter McCullough and
scores of other top U.S. physicians received certified letters from the
American Board of Internal Medicine (ABIM) informing them that their
ABIM board certifications were in jeopardy because they were
engaged in the business of “disseminating COVID misinformation”.

 

They are being threatened for telling the truth.
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Absolutely. The licensing agencies are participating in deceit of the
public. No question about it. 
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Freedom of choice is a powerful freedom.

Allow everyone the choice to continue getting the injections. Stop reporting
on adverse events. Is really a waist of time. Team Injected dont want to
know if it works or not, if its dangerous or not.

They simply need direction in life. Leave them alone to pump up their bodies
with an experimental concoction. Let them inject their children, over and
over.

We all stand by our choices in life. Let them live with theirs.
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I still want them to know to what they are consenting. The Medical
Industrial Complex must not be permitted to financially partner with the
government and media to mislead and coerce people. 
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Until you need a blood transfusion and you’re infected from it.  
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Rewrite of Hotel California, awesome! (Video)

Hotel Paranoia

“React,” said the fright man,
“We are programmed to deceive.
You can fact check any time you like,
But you will not believe.”

https://rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/sunday-strip-467
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"We have the Vaccines on Ice"!

ThanksIwillHaveAnother
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